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PREFACE

This report is one outcon-ie of the Preconference Educational Research
Training Institutes that were offered by the National Art Education
Association with the suppoi and encouragement of the U. S. Office of
Education.

As a beginning it may be helpful to establish a sense of how the
Institutes were organized, with a brief resume of the development of
events that took place. Those who are interested in more detailed
information will find it in the appendices as indicated. The introduc-
tion in this report provides a background of information for the content
that is presented thereafter.

In the fall of 1969 an announcement of the institutes and a call for par-
ticipants was issued to all NAEA members through the NLEA News-
letter, ART EDUCATION, and the NEA Reporter. For those outside
the membership, direct mail announcements were sent to zollege and
university art departments and state departments of education. Since
the number of applications did not exceed the number that could be
accommodated, no selection was necessary, and all who applied be-
came participants. Each Institute had 25-30 participants composed of
elementary classroom teachers, art teachers, consultants, and super-
visors from the public schools and art education at ; U levels of Higher
Education. Although the training actiN,ity was designed to lonefit art
educators who :lad limited or no background in research, a small
portion of the participants had advanced degrees and used the program
to supplement their skills in research in an area they felt an important
need.

The Institutes were held during the three days immediatellr prior to
the regular Regional Conventions of the National Art Education
Association in 1970. App:oximately eight hours of each day were
scheduled for instruction and working on problems''`. Large group
sessions were designated primarily for instruction, but open question
and answer periods and reports from the small groups also took place
during this time. The participants were randomly placed into four or
five small groups for work sessions. The work sessions started with
assigned problems and later became a time when participants worked
on problems of their own choosing. Light assignments for "homework"
were also given as preparation for thy. activities of the following day.

Appendix B
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The training activity concentrated on providing the participants with
a workable concept of descriptive research and the fundamental
techniques of observation methodology that could be used in their
respective situations. As a result pf this training, the participants
acquired skill in (1) problem definition and descriptive research, (2)
selecting research design for descriptive studies, and (3) the method-
ology for implementing descriptive study using observation techrques.

The importance of these Institutes and their influence in the field of
art education is difficult to assess. The cvalr,ator for the Institutes
had a dual responsibility. He provided formative evaluation by main-
taining ongoing communication with the participants as to how they
were responding to the instruction and then feeding this information
back to the instructional staff each day. He administered pre and
post test- on the content of the Institutes and a final subjective Insti-
tute evaluation that provided the basis for surnmative evaluation".
However, the true measure of the success of the Institutes will come
from the increased knowledge contributed to the field from projects
and influential programs initiated or enhanced by participation in the
Institutes. Basic practical and theoretical knowledge used or trans-
mitted as a result of participation can provide a valuable and confirm-
ing input into the field.

The main part of this report is in essence a transcription of the
presentations that were given by th.: primary instructional staff at the
Institutes. Some of the material ti at was accompanied by slides and
the short presentations that were mainly for instrur.ting and partici-
pants have been omitted. Unfortunately, the "give and take" of shared
dialogue and-professional interaction, the laughs and the arguments
that occurred especially in the small groups which brought a sense of
camaraderie to the Institutes lose all flavor in transcription. What
appears Acre is a consolidLtion of rneterial that was presented in
shorter segments and has been rearranged into related sections for
more comprehensive reading.

No attempt has been made to edit out the individual styles of the con-
tributors in order to make the text more uniform. Since the manu-
scripts were prepared mainly from tape recordings of the presentations,
a conversational quality is often apparent. This quality, combined with
the color and texture of the individual styles, provides a fresh approach
to subject matter that is usually couched in esoteric language.

Appendicies D and E
** Appendix C
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While this publication may be considered complete in itself, it may
also serve as an introduction to oae of the methods for research in art
education. For the beginner we hope this may open the door to new
understandings and activity, and for those trained in research it may
serve as a companion and desk reference in their professional under-
takings.

The planning and presentation of the Institutes and the preparation of
this publication have required the time and service of the many people
listed below, and these contributions are most appreciated. A special
acknowledgemet.t should be made to Dr. Dale 13, Harris and Dr. William
Rabinowitz who so ably related their areas of expertise to the problems
of art education. In r Idition they graciously contributed many hours to
the consolidation and -fiting of the transcriptions of their presentations
in order to make th ,blication possible Dr. Kenneth Beittel made
presentations at two 01 t.e :ns.titutes with slides on his current work on
drawing usi:ig case study technique. His section was especially
written for this publication.

INSTITUTE PLANNING COMMITTEE

Dr. Harlan Hoffa, Chairman, Department of Art Education, Indiana
University,

Dr, Gordon L. Kensler, Project Director, Associate Professor of Art
Education and Research associate for the
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sity.
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INTRODUCTION

The National Art Education Association has a growing reputation for
providing a means of implementing change and innovation in the field.
In 1967 the national office invited a representative from each of the
four NAEA regionals along with several other well known art educators
to attend a planning meeting for the purpose of organizing some train-
ing institutes for the membership. .Jn. 1968 the NAEA in cooperation
with the Bureau of Research in the U. S. Office of Education, offered
the first Research Training Institutes in the history of the Association.
These institutes were offered immediately prior to tile regional cor.-
ventions and focused on the development of behavioral objectives in art
for use in research and curriculum construction. Their enthusiastic
acceptance by the participants prompted the planning committee to
provide for a continuance of this training with another institute prior to
the national conference in 1969.

Late in the spring of 1969, the planning group met to assess the results
of the two previous training institutes on behavioral objectives and to
ascertain desirable directions for future programs. Two decisions
were made in the early part of the two-day meeting. The committee
was highly supportive of the work that had been done on behavioral
objectives, and the reports and evaluations from these institutes offer-
ed credence to the notion that training institutes were indeed a useful
technique fox providing a direct input of ideas for effective change. The
decision to continue offering training institutes was unanimous. The
second decision required some deliberation, but because of the unlike-
lihood that more than one kind of institute would be funded, the com-
mittee decided that the next one should focus on another topic in order
to reach a different popula tion within the membership.

The decision to use the topic of descriptive research for the recent
training institutes came after careful consideration of the needs of the
field of art education and the establishment of some priorities. The
outcome was two proposals for different kinds of training institutes that
would serve different kinds of members. Unfortunately, only the one
on descriptive research received funding frum the U. S. Office of
Education.

The purpose of these Institutes is easily inferred from the title, and
one would expect that some kind of training related to descriptive re-
search was presented. What may remain obscure to some is the
rationale for having this kind of training; why is it important, and what

1
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relevance does it have for the field of art education? The framework
of information that follows is presented with the notion that without
understanding the need for descriptive research the importance of the
content of this institute is not fully recognized.

Art education in recent years has experienced an intensified interest
in the area of research. The leadership role in the organizL,Lion and
dissemination of research information have been assumed by the.
National At Education Association. With the creat'on of the
Studies in Art education, :irst published in 1959, a systemized method
of reporting research to the field was established.

The monthly journal Art Education periodically deals with research
topics and is distributed to every member of the organization. Recently
the Lowenfeld Series of Research Monograph has been puhlish,2(1 through
the national organization, to deal specifically with research intoimation.
Other research studies and information come from individual institu-
tions and are less widely distributed.

One of the current problems in the fielc7. is the minimal inte7esL e,nd
irregular implementation of re.s.,aYch findings by supervisors and
room teachers. Attention to the problem is noted in the introduction to
the recent publication, Exemplary Programs in Art Education.'

The gap between the theoretician and the art teacher became
apparent as the programs were reviewed. Many art teachers
and art administrators feel that theory ar research have
very little, if any, relationship to the teaching of art within
the classroom. The skepticism of the techniques of the
theoretician may be attributed to a lack of understanding of
such procedures by the majority of art specialists and also
the lack of dialogue Between theorist and art teachers, (10)

In the art area. specifically, these working in the classrooms /oust
generate research ideas which are releva.-it to their need:, as teachers
if pertinent problems are to be identified for further study and the
overall improvement of instruction.

The body of knowledge concerned with research in the vi:;t1al art: has
been reviewed by Hastie in the Yea-book of the National A;sociatinn
for the Study on Art Echcation,(4) and by Hausman in the Report of the
Commission on At Education, (1?) and it is systemati,:ally reported in
bulletins and journals relating directly to the visual arts a:s.c1 education.
A number of concentrated efforts on the national level have been made
to assimilate and correlate this existing research into a meaningful
body of knowledge, such as, the Seminar in Art Education for Research
and Curriculum Development,(1) under the direction of Matti], and the

2
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Seminar on Elementary and Secondary School Education in the Visual
Arts,(20) directed by Conant. However, the existence of this know-
ledge and the attempts at correlation to classroom practice are seem-
ingly not apparent to the art teacher. The lack of awareness of this
progress in the research area may be a contributing factor to the lack
of ent;.,siasm by the art teacher towards research in his field.

The major problem seems to be that iieith?r the art specialist nor the
classroom teacher has developed the skills for (I) translating research
findings into classroom practice, or (2) initiating and carrying out re-
search projects that will provide useful information for improving their
programs.

In addition, many institutions of higher education are not providing for
the development of these skills in their programs of teacher training.

In viewing the present status of art education research in the public
schools, it is important to recognize that the climate for conducting
research within the context of the public school is not a positive one.
Lack of time for research activity, lack of available funds, lack of
knowledge of research procedures and implications, and lack of inter-
est on the part of school boards, administrators, and teachers have
resulted in a negligabte amount of research conducted by the classroom

Most researchers would agree that if these conditions exist they would
hinder the implementation of any type of research activity. However,
these deficiencies will cease to exist only wnen the subject area special-
ist initiates Some enthusiasm for research at the classroom level.
Specifically in the art area, the art specialist in the public school and
the junior college must initiate research ideas which would be relevant
to their problems within Cie classroom situations. There has been no
coherent outcry for help from art teachers to study problems which are
significant to the instruction of art. In fact, the converse might be
nearer the true picture. That is funds and opportunities are available
to the classroom teacher for conducting research in the visual arts,
but few are taking advantage of current programs to initiate plans of
study.

If art education as a discipline is to conduct a total research program
which is meaningful to all the individuals in the ficld, it must begin to
integrate the classroom teacher into some phase of the procam. Most
research today is initiated and conducted in art education by persons
directly or indirectly working with some institution of higher learning.
It might be a better rounded program gaining more popular support if
some part of the research was initiated solely within the context of the
school and specifically designed to investigate a problem which has
relevance to the teacher and the ii. tructional program.

3
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Most educational Lesearchers accept the fact that the purpose of
research in education is a means of expanding subject area and ulti-
mately improving instruction by applice.tion of new found knowledge.
The role which the researcher has assumed to be important is that
without various types of _esearch activity to inthcate new directions,
art education could easily become a static discipline. It is evident that
there are some deficiencies a; pres -.nt in the relationship 1..,ctween the
researcher and the art teacher as to how the work of one offers poten-
tially useful contributions to the work of the other.

Research in art education, as in other fields, encompasses a range of
inquiries with a variety of purposes and procedures that may be cate-
gorized under the titles of analytical, experimental, and ch,,,scriptive.
Analytic research includes historical and philosophical analyses as
as other primarily claductive systems that can be used to derive relation-
ships that are not necessarily of an empirical nature. Experimental
Research is devoted to the study of "casual" relationships, and is often
used in evaluating the advantages of one teaching method over another.
The purpose of Descriptive Research is simple to show conditions as

v exist. Correlation analyses, surveys, case studies, and direct
rvation arc techniques used in descriptive research. ;,19, pp 35-37).

,co it was neither practical n:)r possible to do more than a survey of
the wide field of research during the Institutes, it was decided that the
focus should be on descriptive research. This focus was selected be-
cause reported research in this category is often the most easily
understood and the most applicable to the classroom. It was further
recognized that because of the nature of the techniques used, the school
offers a suitable environment for this type of inquiry.

The need for descriptive research in art education was most clearly
emphasized by Robort L. Lathrop at the Seminar in Art Ed ication for
Research and Curricututo Development. Ile star: s:

.., research in art has been to "spantan(!ous", attempting to
cover the ''canvas'' with broad sweeping hypotheses and ex-
planations before an adequate background of descriptive and
rational data has been obtained. This is not to be critical of
the l'eSerclier .vho into a
area such as teaching and w.yild inifort.inate,
1.e,vevcr, for any ficId to have too many "plunger:,;," for un-
less research in ?rt education is fundarrwntally different from
any other discipline., it is the plodding accumulation of care-
fully obtained descriptive and predictive data that undek-iies
any major theoretical or conceptual breakthrough. (I, p. 346).

As the planning groups and the instructional staff beviii to work on the
specifics of the program, it soon 1.-carne apparent that even the area
of descriptive research was too broad to cover in any depth. It was

11 4



the intent of the group from the beginning that the Institutes would not
be simply a series of lectures about research methodologies but that
the participants must have the opportunity to become actively involved.
Specifically, it was intended that each participant would write a pro-
posal that would utilize what he had learned to help solve a real problem
he had encountered in his current teaching situation. With this in mind,
the focus of the Institutes narrowed to the inethodolo-jv of direct obFer-
vation. Observation was selected as the place to start since it is the
most fundamental of all the methods and is the foundation of all research.

It is the hope of those of us who have worked on these Institutes and
this publication that the contents that follow will activate an interest in
research and encourage art teachers at all levels to seek more infor-
mation' and try this methodology in their own teaching, environment.

Appendix A
12
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Observation: The Basis for Teaching and Research

Dale B. Harris

I'm making this presentation with two observations in mind. I've
worked with many art educators over a period of years. I make these
observations without value judgments, I trust; but they are implicit in
what I try to do with your profession. First is the observation that
many art educators distrust science generally; they believe, for one
reason or another, that it attacks and destroys something valuable in
your field. Second is the observation that many people in art tend to
be, Li personality, rather who!istic or gestaltish. They prefer to deal,
with wholes. This attitude consequently leads to a skepticism of or at
least discomfort with science's most powerful methodologies -- namely,
analytical methodologies. What I am trying to do is based on these
two observations which, as I say, I am not judging at all. The; are
general characteristics which we must take into account in any dis-
cussion of research in art education.

I am going to avoid technical terminology of research for the most
part, though not the concepts, I trust. J cannot be entirAy innocent of
some technical terms, for they arc necessary to establish meaning,
Buy i will try to avoid jargon. Consequently, I will be select've., par
ticularly with regard to observational method. My fielcl is develop-
mental psychology, particularly child development. Unlike much of
experimental psyc:_ology, this field rests its work heavily un observa-
tional methods, I suppose this reason prompted your committee's
bring rne, into this picture as possibly offering some help to you.

Can We Apply Science to Art?

Byway of introduction, let me attack directly f,:e problem of art vs,
science with a few comments.

I lie re are some who see art and science a,.; :auite 6istinctly clifc-rent
approaches to reali',.y. They feel that the systematic rational. and the.
analytic character of science is incompatible with the intuitive and
experential character of art or the aesthetic. The retore, it is really
quite inappropriate to speak of scientific inquiry into art products or
processes. Indeed, there arc some who insist that there shouldn't
ever be an attempt to look at :Art from the viewpoint of research.

There is another view, that at and .,cience come very close together

6
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at the point of the active discovery or the creative synthesis. The
artist must integrate his product from a variety of skills and compon-
ents. So must the scientist, who must reconsti":ute the phenomenon
that he has broken down and observed, studies, and man;nulated in
detail. A very interesting book appeared some years ago by Geoffrey
La Page, an English medical artist, (14) in which the concluding essay
put this point strongly and effectivelythat art and science really do
come together. Their goals are almost indistinguishable at the point
of the creative act or the act of discovery; though their methodologies
may be quite different at some points, they do have this essential
aspect in common. It is true that science focuses on behavior and
dismisses the ineffable. Sorne artists wish to argue that there is an
ineffable component in art, something that you can't observe, that you
can't scrutinize in any systematic way. This may be true, but it is
beyond our present science. There does remain a great variety of
behaviors that can be observed and treated by research technologies.
Indeed, if we are to t ach art, whether its techniques or its appreci-
ation, we must rr. ake Nome systematic study of these areas. If you
will grant this point (and I am perfectly willing that you not grant it,
in which case you'll have to approach all that I say with a good deal of
reservation) that Cher' are some damains of art which arc subject to
systematic observation and treatment, and desirably so if you are
engaged in teaching, then let's proceed.

Observation-the Basis of Science

All science starts with observation. 'The observation is that something
occurred, or it did not. One characteristic, and some have said the
essential characteristic of science, is its public character. What one
scientist has observed by a particular method of study or procedure,
another can al.-o observe by adopting the same method or procedure.
Individuals with similar techniques and similar concepts will arrive at
identical cr very close to identical results. This point is essential to
scien:e.

Ti,.: public character of art is not so clearly apparent. In seance it is
an absolutely essential ingrediert. It may not be so essential in art.
We have said that at has an ex,eedingly idiosyncratic or highly individ-
ual component. We state this point in various ways, that art is a
relative matter, that it is what the artist intends, or %chat he creates,
or what art. is in the eye r.f the beholder. Yet, there must be some
public charader to art, or the disciplines of art history and art criti-
cism could not exist. It scents we must adm.',t some "public character"
in art also, even though we may ague, and some degree success-
fully, that there is a strong indivic:ual component in artthat art is
what the artist has created or art is what the beholder conceives it to
be.

14



Basically, by observation: we mean we can supply a description of
something that has occurred. Someone has said that nothing is so
durable as a good observation. That is, a well described protocol or
something that has happened can be examined now, and it can be ex-
amined two years from now, because it preserves essentially the
ingredients of what has happened. A good observation, then, possesses
the public character we have said was essential to science. We recog-
nize, of course, that it isn't always possible to have a full account of
what happened, As one sits watching and listening to a lecturer, one
can make notes which reconstitute for him the essence of what the
lecturer has said. One could, also, if he wished, make some notes
about the lecturer's habitual gestures, some of his failings in speech.
Such notes would enlarge the description of the lecturer's behavior.
One could make some inferences about the state of his healththat he
seems to have a cold, but there would be a variety of internal processes
that would not be available to the observer from his eyeball technique of
watching--the lecturer's blood pressure and other physiological indices
of his state of arousal or emotional disturbance at the moment, his
involvement with what he has to say, his reasons for accepting the
lecture assignment, and many other significant items.

Characteristics of Science and Art

One'F. observations are necessarily selective, partly in terms of what's
available to his method of observation, and partly in terms of what one
chooses to define as relevant to his purpose. The fact that this selec-
tion occurs is due to large part of one's training by sitting through
many lectures. One trains himself to listen and take notes, to listen
to and note the content, and to ignore or attend only in passing the jokes
and trivialities, This selectivity in observation requires that we define
what we wish to observe, in order to state whether it did or did ncr.
occur, In this case the subject is observational methods, the require-
ments of good observation, and some of the values of observations.
The student's selectivity, however, tends to focus his attention on that
something, and it screens out or turns off his attention to other some-
things.

So it is with observation for scientific purpose. One is concerned with,
let's say, the creative aspects of children's easel paintings in the
kindergarten, finger paintings in the third grade, and the like, He must
define what he means by the creative content or the creative expression
involved and screen out or turn off some other aspects of those paint-
ings for the time beging. One may decide that subject matter and color
a re all that he will attend to. This selectivity disturbs some teachers
because they want somehow to capture all that's there, It offends me
at times when I'm missing something, and I wish I could capture it be-
cause I'm focusing on a particular aspect. Yet I know of no solution--

8
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one cannot deal with the whole and deal with it systematically except in
the most general terms. There is simply too much there. One has to
do a certain amount of narrowing and focussing. If something escapes
this process, then regrettably it escapes. It may be a serious short-
coming of science that it can't deal with all aspects of the whole
simultaneously. Any yet analytic research procedures have been very
useful, and so we can't weigh either approach lightly.

The scientific approach to observation requires that it be systematic.
One must use orderly, disciplined procedures such that he obtains
characteristic examples of what he observes. That is, one can
observe a child in art class, and talk about his interest in his work,
describing a variety of behaviors that suggest he is highly interested.
Or one can talk about a child that he thinks shows a good deal of
promise in his work. Such discussion may lead to selection of pro-
ducts and the demonstration of activities that have led you to the con-
clusion that this is a child with much promise or talent. But what
rest rch requires is not just the selection of talented cases or the
random anecdotes that indicate the child's interest, but the gathering
of observations by a procedure that guarantees their representative-
ness. Now this is an essential concept, and I would not avoid a
technical term. One must show that he has observed a fair sample of
a larger variety of behaviors, and that he has selected a few, but not
in Such fashion that he bias his obserations toward the best that the
child can do, or the poorest, but a fair sample of his work, One does
not want just the unusual or the eyecatching.

The Identification of Criteria

ing recognized that observation is selective btu also representative,
a very important point is that v,.e must identify the criteria by which we
do the selecting. Furthermore, we must identify the criteria by which
we judge whether or not something has occurred. We may ask this
question' Have these children produced works with imaginative quality?
Or we may choose to speak of aesthetic quality., If we use the words
imaginative quality, then we must define what we mean by image and
imagination, and this gets .n. into psychological processes. If we study
aesthetic quality, we must define aesthetic, and we will be involved
with philosophic as well as psychologic issues. But wu must define and
set up criteria so we know whether or not the particular work. that we've
assembled from these children does or does not contain these qualities.
if we a re going to identity drawings or printings that contain this
clement as opposed to those that do not, we must identify what they arc.
This identification require; a de:inition. In science, definitions ar
technical and stated mathematically. And if not stated mathematically,
they ar:. stated in words that have limited meaning. One of the reasons
art educators get nervous when th,y use scientific procedures is

16
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because the language of art is often highly idiosyncraticeven poetic in
character. It doesn't lend itself to the precision that pezrnits scien-
tists A, B, and C to identify the same behaviors. This is a very real
problem, because the language we have to ase must shave away the
highly idiosyncratic meanings and come up with the common meanings.
In art we find ourselves frequently using similar words but with each
his own private meanings.

For those aspects of artistic behavior that are subject to E.;cientific
behavior, then, we must work toward definitions. While I doubt :hat
we'll get many definitions that are mathematical in character, we will
have to come to some agreement about what we mean. To thiF proWeryt,
we do have a sort of answer, and I suggest that this answer can be im-
portant for us. I try to describe a quality I see in samples; of art work.
and 'many I say: "I can't tell you, but I can show you an example of
what I mean." J. shuffle through a pile of paintings and pun one out.
"Now this has what I am talking about,'' I say. This procedure of locat-
ing examples helps when one runs into problems of defining in words
some component or quality of the work he is trying to identify anc
observe.

I don't know how many of you know the work that Florence Goode,:ough
did in the 1920's and which I took up years later, using children's
drawings to estimate intellectual maturity. (11 and 12) This ~tale de-
pends on the number of ingredients which may or may not occur ii the
drawing. In revising her scale I tried to use visual examples of what
would be acceptable and what would not be acceptable for many points
on this scale. Sometimes the tests manual gives an example of a
"marginal pass." Nothing less than the quality exhibited in the visual
example will pass.

Another example comes to mind. A psychologist was int., rested in
studying whether, in ;act, psychotics in state hospitals produced paint-
ings that were different from those made by normals. He listed a long
series of ways in which such paintings might differ; they included such
things as color and use of line and mass, type of brush sti cites, and the
amount of paint applied in a particular way. I suppose he was influenced
by his reading about Van Gogh and what had happened in some of his
work. ne proceeded to set up examples for all the he wished
examined. When he prepared a verbal Description of the quality "thick
paint" as opposed to ''thin paint," he gave m actual exarnFle of each.
When he described the distinction between heavy brush strokes and light
brush strokes, he gave examples, as well as the verbal description. hi
judging a painting, a person could look at examples of specific qualities
and make a judgment as to whether this or that degree of the quality was
present. He found that giving examples along with his verbal definitions
improved greatly the agreement of judges with respect to :he qualities
judged.
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Classification; the Application of Criteria

Having defined oer criteria and having aided the definition by examples
that exhibit it and those that do not, then our procedure is to take a set
of materials and sort them into groups --those chat have the qualities
defined by the criteria and those that do not have the qualities. Having
made this fist judgment, which results in sorting materials into two
piles, we may look through the piles much more carefully to fi,,e mare
precisely the ways in which these two groups differ. This technique
requires us to refine the criteria and is an essential step in research
on artistic behavior.

Usually we say research could go forward in two steps or stages. There
should be trial work on students who are like the ones you are going to
study in detail, but not the same subjects, because from your study of
their di-,,,wing you are going back to change some of yaur definitions and
criteria. Having got to the point that you are satisfied with your
criteria, then you apply them to the study group proper. And you apply
your criteria to all of the subjects that you've selected for study.

The reason why one must separate these two steps is that if one ch..nges
his criteria in proce,,s, he really must start over again to apply the
clanged criteria to a fresh group. Otherwise he contaminates his
or,gnal study by the changes brought about in h s criteria by the exam-
ination of actual 7-naferials, 1 c.n't emphasize this fact too much- -that
observational techniques cause us to refine and redefine our criteria.
In my field of child development, colleagues who have tried to define
their ;.riteria. in terms of theory alone, and then go out to observe
children's behavior have never been too successful. The simple cri-
teria defined in terms of one's own ideas and concepts do not reflect
adequately what occurs in actual behavior. One needs to correct his
own impressions by actual involvement with material. Try out your
preliminary criteria and definitions same material and then go back
and correct your criteria in terms of what you've actually seen. Having
arrived at a redefinition, it is equally important to gu ahead and check
out what one has redefined against a new group of subjects, to see
systematically whether in ..act the criteria now work on this new group.

The Identification of Variables

Earlier we pointed out that the first step is to clet rmine if something
had occurred or not. Having made this distinction, we sort work into
two piles, those that contain the event and those that do not. Then we
make more intensive studies 'o see wnat similarities and differences
exist within the two piles of work, especially in the group wherein the
event has occurred. We seek to c:;tend our original observation and
make it more precise, so to establish similarities and differences. In
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distinguishing between drawings that have a creative quality and those
which do not, we may note that the creative examples show many
features which cause us to wish to sub-divide the general class. Thus
we establish logical categories, and these categories refine our criteria.

The ascertainable variability in the quality we originally defined may
take the simple form of amount rather than kind. We fine ourselves
making a judgment of amount on the general phenomenon that we define.
We may refine this quantitative judgment by creating three sub-
categories--a just perceptible amount of the qualit, considerable of
the quality, maximal degree of the quality. We may not fully agree on
specific instauces as between two of the three sub-categories, but there
should be some degree el agreement or we are not judging by the same
criteria. When we have divided this category into three sub-categories
of a quantitative character, we have, in effect said that we are dealing
with a variable. Here is another technical term. Something that exists
in varying degrees, and we have made a first step ir _o quantifying that
variable by tills three-fold division. Saying little, some, much, is a
very crude but nevertheless legitrnate kind of measuring instrument or
scale to place on a variable. As our measurement becomes increasing-
ly precise, our categories may increase in number. We may discrim-
inate five or seven amounts.

Theoretically, we could increase these categories indefinitely and have
what we face so often in art education--:, > many categories as we have
examples to begin with! But the reason we are attempting systematic
observation is to reduce the array of material given us by children into
a limited .:umber of groups or categories that we can make general
statements about them. This, of course, is difficult. At professional
meetings how many papers concerned with children's drawings or art
quickly come down to showing slides of individual children's drawings!
These are, of course, interesting, but do not permit us to make any
classification. We just look at a series of slides. The attempt to
apply scientific approach to material of this kind requites that we re-
duce the infinity to a series of fin cater,ories. Thus, the problem of
categorization is really significant. That we're doing is reduciiig what
was originally a qualitative fe.at-iire into categories, so that brief
descriptive statements can be made and summaries can be drawn about
the phenomenon we're observing. We can't be satisfied by describing the
quality as infinitely variable. We can't take 120 drawings and say "Here
are 120 examples of behavior." We seek to reduce the variable to a
series of manipulative categories so that we can make some generali-
zations about the 120 examples. We L'," duce our observations by making
the process selective and by defining c -- criteria. Having done that,
we establish the categories that implement our criteria and give them
meaning. We then make generalizations in terms of those categories.
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Oftentimes when we do this reductive process, we fail to retrace our
steps and to put our results into our original terminology. One can
illustrate this failure from some of the research articles in art
education. These studies report statistics, averages, standard devia-
tions, and correlations, for example. The statistical tables convey
information (meaning) in much reduced form. These tables are quite
meaningful to a person who understands statistics but not very mean-
ingful to a person who may know a lot about art education but riot about
statistics. It seems to me important to go back from those tables to
the kinds of verbal description which will help reestablish the richness
of the original behaviors which these tables merely summarize.
Statistical tables are shorthand notations of generalizations about the
observations made under the c-tegories that have been established.

The Analytic Method

Essentially, what we are talking about is the analytic method. We
break a phenomenon down into bits, and classify, treating the parts
systematically. When we look at parts of art products, the appearance
is very different from the original material. Ole feels relieved, sonic
how, if he can show a few examples. The temptation is to return to en
exhibition. Examples are excellent.. Let the examples, however, be
selective to illustrate the generalizations achieved by the reductive
process. Remember that one is always dealing with variability and
that one selects examples that illustrate certain classes defined on a
continuum which varies by small amounts.

Two illustrations of research that have covered this ground may help.
First, there is Florence Goodenough's scale for evaluating drawings of
a man from which she derived a judgment of intelligence. (11) This
scale illustrates the analytic method. Second, is Professor Rabinowitz's
work on teacher behavior which illustrates the qualitative approach to
drawings, making judgments which evaluate the drawing as a whole.(16)

An Example of a Quantitative Scale

Florence Goodenough started with certain observations about children's
drawings. First, she knew that drawings grow more coinple:c with age.
She also knew that the drawings of brighter as compared with duller
children show very obvious differences; particularly in the richness of
detail and proportions of parts. She recognized what must be system-
atic in her observations. Whe decided she would set a common task for
children in these terms: "Draw a man, the very best man you can.
Draw me a whole man; not just the head and shoulders, but a whole
man." This task immediately restricts the kind of observations she
could make. She could not tell anything about the child's trea ment of
scenery, or houses, she couldn't +ell much about his sense of )eauty or
much about his creativity. This r riction lost much that might have
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been observed, but for her purpose, which was to see how drawing
relates to the increase in intelligence, it was necessary for her to
restrict her observations.

Goodenough's basic assumption was that intelligence prows with age.
Her hypothesis was that because drawings increase in complexity and
in the use of realistic proportion with age, there may be a relationship
between these two variables such that drawing might be used as an
index to intelligence. She made the further assumption that the brighter,
young child is more like the average child who is older than he, and
that the duller child is more like the average child younger than he --
both in intelligence and in drawing. The assumptions in regard to
intelligence had been well demonstrated by research on intelligence
tests. The relationship of drawings to intelligence had not been demon-
strated except in a very general way.

Dr. Goodenough collected several thousand drawings made by children
of all grades in elementary schools in New Jersey. She first sorted
them out by age and went into a big empty room, spreading the drawings
on the floor. She then walked up and down the arra; of drawings noting
down her impressions as to the ways in which the drawings changed with
age. She got many, many impressions which became the working cate-
gories into which she then proceeded to classify the drawings. For
example, she got the impression that, with age, children treated differ-
ently the shoulder of the man. Where younger children were not too
precise about locating the arm on the body, the older children were
quite particular. Older children were much more likely to include a
variety of facial detail; young children were satisfied with he major
features--eyes, nose and mouth. Older children were more inclined to
put on items of clothing.

Her first criterion, then, 1.),-came increase with age in the percent of
children including eacI feature of detail. It there was a regular in-
crease, with age, in the. Lae rcentage of children including the feature,
this item was retained for her scale. If the item did not show an
increase, she discarded the item from further study. The.1 shr, went
through the drawings and sorted them first by ;,rad ,. then by age within
grade. Presumably, the children younger ft the typical aye for a
grade were the brighter children who had been pushed ahead. In the
19Z0's acceleration was not uncommon. Persumably also children who
were older than typical for a grade had been held back because of poor
performance. Presumably th se included many slow or dull children,
intellectually speaking. This procedure supplied her secold criterion,
that the under-age, presumably brighter children should include the
item in greater percentages than the over-age children in :he same
grade. If this second criterion was satisfied she kept the item. Some
fifty-two items satisfied both criteria. The items were, you might
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say, fifty-two categories in terms of which drawings could be divided- -
taken one :It a time. She found that if scored il;e. diawingb
as a test, counting a plus for each item in her series of categories
which appeared in a drawing and counting as zero those which -lid not
appear, she got a score--a number of points that varied from child to
child. She found that this score correlated statistically with other
measures of intelligence which might take an hour to two hours to give.
'the drawing of man took, generally, about ten minutes, In the element-
ary school, she believed her hyr 'iesis justified.

Drawings treated in this way gave a measure of intelligence, and this
measure has proved to he quite a useful, simple measure of general
intellectual maturity in e]ementary school children. My revision has
amply substantiated her hypothesis. She used an analytic procedure to
identify the component in drawing that relates to intellectual maturity.
She was not concerned about other features of children's drawing or
their drawing behavior or ability. She scoreu not on technical or
artistic excAlence, bat o:. clear representation of the idea embodied in
the item. For example, the item: child draws the eyebrow or the eye-
lashes, or both. The )ercent of children who include this point in each
age group from six tnrough fifteen in representative samples of one
hundred at each age goes up steadily from 30% at age 6 to near SOLD at
age 13 and then drops slightly at ages 1.1 and 15. Adolescents, typically,
become less certain about drawing ability and less willing to attempt
precise details that small children do boldly, so the percentage curve
drops a bit in these older ages. As a measure of intellectual maturity
this item is no longe2. functioning S i well at these ages.

An item which works adequately at the oldest ages is the point: feet
shown in perspective--one or both feet in perspective. However at no
age do very many of the children include this, no more than about 15%.
In one sense it is not such a good item because it ought to be included
by perhaps a third of the children to be functioning as a measuring
device. We kept the item in the scale because we were trying very
hard to find items that would differentiate arcing our older children.
We were not very successful, and this one of the few items that
did, so we kept it.

Young children frequently draw teeth, %lid so ass put iten into tie.
scale. Children at six -nd at eight included it, but no ,me after age
twelve included (lie item. Furthermore, while it dill( rentiates the
bright from the dull at age six in that the bright children arc more
likely than the dull to include it, at eight and ten it different.ates in
reverse; the duller children are more likely to ini:ludrs it than the
brighter children. The item, then, w.,s discard, d .)n two c,:unts--age
progression, and consistent diffe rentiationI.Ltween bright Lnd dull.
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Thcc,c an analytical procedure and how observation of
drawings can be narrowed by definition to fifty-two elements scored on
their presence or absenco and treated systematically to yield a measure
which has found considerable use in psychological clinics throughout
the country since it was first introduced in the mid 1.920's, It is a
widely used test with young children beca.ise children like to do it. It
doesn't take much time to give or score. It gives a reasonably reliable
index for a rough measure. We don't use it when a precise measure of
intelligence i -equired, because makiag a judgment about a child's
school piacell or his placement in an institution on the basis o.`:
intelligence is a serious matter, and we don't want to rest the decision
on any one test, let alone a ten-minute test, We want the judgment of
a variety cf tests, This is just good psychological prudence, But the
Goodenough method illustrates some of the things we've talked about- -
the analytical procedure, the discrimination ,f element:, for observa-
tion, and the definition of those elements. Finally a p.)int I haven't
mentioned heretofore--the fact that you can train clerks with no more
than high school education to score this test as competently as highly
trained psychologists. That we can do this testifies to the public
character of tile phenomenon we have observed. People who follow the
directions do not require a lot of special knowledge to agree. The
point is explicit and objective. People can arrive at similar re ailts
after a short degree of training in using the scoring instructions.

An Examplc f a Qualitative Scale

The other research I wanted to mention was a study by Dr. Rabinowitz.
Pis problem was to identify students in teacher training classes who had
considerable promise as teachers, ills criterion, ultimately, was
their shill as classroom teachers, He tried to devise a measure, based
on drawings which these student teachers made, which would predict
certain qualities of successful teaching. (16) Pm not going to talk about
the ability of this test to predict teaching performance but rather the
construction of the scale, which illustrates the development of scales to
measure qualitative aspects of drawings. He constructed a scale for
treating the drawings supplied by students, so that he could make this
other kind of predictiN Ludy. Pe ask,,,d students to dray' a teacher
keaching a cla:-s. of children. Ile
requ:re an art:s^,- talent, that he could accept sketches he ever crude,
so long as they ilius.rate0 the student's idea of a cli,..ssroom. Vrom a
preliminary scrutiny of drawings he bel'.eved that he could identify five
dimensions or criteria which could be evaluated in the drawings. One
of these was the relative emphasis given the teacher in the drawing,
The second was the initiative expressed by the teacher figure in the
d :awing. The third was the psychological distance between the teacher
and the pupils, the fourth was traditionalism 'n classroom arrangement.
The final dimension was artistic quality, which Dr. Rabinowitz put in
as a control scale to make sure thatasn his judges evaluated the first
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four elements they were not just evaluating some aspect of artistic
quality in the drawings. it was :1,ok.a.ry to demonstrate that when
judges evaluated the drawings with respect to these categories, they
Mere judging something other than just the pleasingness or the skill in
the students' work from a representational competence point of view.

It was necessary to ,'efine these dimensions somewhat more extensively
than by merely naming them. For example, Dr. Rabinowitz said one
may judge relative teacher emphasis in terms of the eetail of the
teacher figure as compared to the pupil figure. if the teacher figure
has more detail, ,hen there is more teacher emphasis than pupil
emphasis. Also, one -fould take into account the placement of teacher
in the drawing; was the teacher figure "central" to the drawing? The
heaviness of line on the teacher drawing as compared to the pupil
drawing, and the relative size of the teacher figure as compared with
pupil figures were two additional criteria by which teacher emphasis
could be judged. These four criteria were as far as he got, verbally,
in his definition of the dimension, "teacher emphasis," But he found
he couldn't judge his drawings successfully just with these verbal
guides alone, so he selected examples which expressed five degrees of
''relative teacher emphasis," scaling the examples by a systematic
judging technique. These examples represented about equal distance
from 'tteac'ier minimally emphasized" to "teacher maximally emphas-
ize.-1," scaling the examples by a systematic judging technique. These
examples represented about equal dist,,nces from ''teacher minimally
emphasized" to "teacher maximally emphasized." These examples
have a qualitative character, but one can lay these five examples in
front of him and take a pile of drawings on the same subject matter,
making a judgment on each as to which of the five standard examples
it most resembles, qualitatively, in terms of the defined dimension.
The examples supplement the verbal statements of the criteria com-
prising the. dimension. When you have computed an average for your
sample, you may find that the average drawing by a particular group
of teachers is 1.7; that doesn't say very much to you. So you go back
to your scale and say that it lies between drawings numbered 1 and 2 on
the scale, closer to 2 than to I. This procedue brings your statistical
shorthand back into the visual Lingiiige you started will, arid makes :t
mote 'visual" perhaps.

Actually, when one makes this kind ol evaluatioa if oliservati,n, it
is generally well to judge all drawin2,s on lint.
one wishes to keep clearly in mind the c'.iri-emislun rind its eriteria, You
don't wish the judgments On one scale (or diinension) to color the
judgments on another, Since he used the same judges, Professor
Rabinowitz allowed several days to go by before judg ng the next dimen-
sion in order to erase the memory effect= of thc. ,-ouvious judgments.
Thus he sought to reduce the "co;,timinittior, effect" it judgments.
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The psychological distance scale waL defined by two verbal criteria,
barriers (such as desks, eI I 1_,LtAvc-L:n the teacher and the
children, the accessibility of the teacher to the children as inferred
from the gestures represented in the teacher or the children figures
in the drawing. From an arm-chair point of view one might suppose
this dimension somewhat harder to judge than the teacher-emphasis
dimension. But in fact his judges reached a more consistent degree of
agreement on the psychological distance scale than on any of the others.
The "traditionalism in classroom arrangement" judgment might seem
to be somewhat easier to judge; yet the judges agreed only to the extent
expressed by a .z.orrelation coefficient of . 53 and was the poorest scale
from the standpoint of the public character of the judgment required.
The elements or criteria of this scale included pupil grouping (is the
class in a single or multiple units), the nature of the seating, the
reliance on furniture to designate a classroom as such, and the ex-
istence of special interest areas in the classroom portrayed.

Many art educators find Lne quality scale more acceptable than the
point scale because it preserves the totality of the drawing more
effectively. Many times as I have .vorked with Goodenough's method,
the analytic met'od, I have felt frustrated by the tact that there is a
lot in drawing that I lose by attending only to the defined points. Then
I have, to remind myself that it is inite all right for the purpose for
which the scale was designed. The details were selected to define the
dimension of intellectual maturity. Of course there are many features
of the drawing which may tell other things about those who draw them,
and the point scale technique, as defined, misses them. A auality
scale can often create the impression that one is retaining more and
losing less, but again, this depends on what criterion has been selected,
and how carefully it has been dr fined.

In the Rabinowitz study the artistic quality scale correlated very slight-
ly with each of the other four; in fact his judges were judging something
other than artistic quality, and it is important to know this. This
procedure established, by a kind of elimination process, the fact that
he vas measuring someth:ng. The other four scales intercorrelated
rittite modestly, zirving that they did not merely duplicate each other.
they w.er( ni. asuring (`..1.-_,,1111.61y di!1:0111.,iOnn Of r.lratcvrr it

11(! 'vas measuring. Untoi-tunatcly, the research V.-a t7tit. compacted,
by correlating scorys on these scales with mceisures of teaching pro-
fici3ncy achie,,ed in student teaching or, later on, in pzofessional
careers. Although we do not know what the predictive power of these
measures was (the purpose for which they w-ere originally intended),
we do have a clear dchlonstration that it possible to construct scales
which measure certain conceptual dimension of behavior and to do so
consistently. This is the first step. The second step is to determine
what the scales do measure. '/ lett, ot course, is crucial also. But if
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you cannot measure something reliably and consistently it is perhaps
foolish to proceed further, One must demonstrate that his definitions
have a public character.

Summary

Thus, the first step in scientific work to determine what you wish to
observe. This requires setting up some criterion. Usually, this
procedure first requires a definition and then the identification of ex-
amples. Having determined which examples illustrate the presence of
the quality you're observing, and which represent its absence, the
second step is to determine additional sub-divisions or categories,
varying in amount or kind. In discriminating such subclasses one
further defines his criterion, sharpening it, making it more workable.
Then having demonstrated a workable criterion, carefully defined
verbally and pictorially, one can give it to someone else. If a second
person can make similar discriminations, one has not perceived some-
thing worth observing, or he has been unsuccessful in defining it so that
he can communicate it character to others. One may think that
artistic merit can be judged, but if someone else similar it background
and orientation cannot use a definition of artistic merit to reach reason-
ably similar results, then something is wrong from the point of view of
sciencc because science insists on the public charactor of information,
on the replicability of results.
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Varieties of Observation

Dale B, Harris

In the previous section we started with the notion of something we could
observe. We asked the basi,. questionhas something happened or has
it not? Observed in this way we sometimes speak of a characteristic
as an attribute - -it exists or it doesn't. We may divide people into two
groups according to an attribute- -those who possess a quality and those
who do not. A person has curly hair or straight hair. We can, some-
time, break down attributes into classes based on more than just
presence or absence of one quality. We may decide that "curly" hair
breaks down into three sub-classes--wavy, curly, and kinky. Another
example, one might take a pile of children's drawings (when they have
been free to select their own sul.ject) and create a classification as an
extenson of the attribute system, according to the subject matter
portrayed; landscapes, human figures, machines (automobiles 2,rici
vehicles of various kinds), etc. Such a classification is sometimes
called at nomi..?.1 scale; one classifies objects into a discontinuous
serics or categories by naming. For a nominal scale there is no in-
trinsic. or twee SSA ry arrangement or order to the categories that com-
prise it.

However, we may go a bit further. The minute we say that something
exists, we can very often say that it exists in some amount. The mom-
ent we try to define "amount," we're talking of a variable. An attribute
which can take any one of a number of quantitative values is a variable.
In such case, \\ e set. up a set of categories by amount, those that have
none, one, two, three, four, or more of this charar;tcristic or , in more
general terms, none, some, considerably, very much, and extreme
degrees of the quality. As in the example of an attribute which can be
classified nominally, so we may classify into categories of amount,
either counted or estimated. But now we can see a sensible order to our
categories, from least to most. We now, speak of an orclin:!1scale.
Nominal (Arts can be trr,Inged in ;iny we want without di!struyini;
the ciid r;iete ristic that v. el et' s i,ifying. Ordinal Lw arrang-
ed in only one way, or we destroy something of the Lharactcristic that
we're classifying. An ordinal scale for variables can take, and often does,
take two formsqualitative and quantitative. In the quality scale the cate-
gories are arranged in order, but the steps are defined by examples. The
intervening steps or degrees are not estimated; therefore the scale,
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though ordinA, remains qualitative. The amount aspect of the scale
is reached by estimating. A quantitative .s.r71.e is illustrated by the
Goodenough Drawing Test. (11) The number of points scored on it may
be counted to yield a quantitative measure. The scale is ordered from
0 to 52 points. One may groui) these units into classes of several
units (3. or -1 or 5) and reduce the number of groups into which one
would sort his results. But technically the scale: runs from 0 to 52.
One must distinguish, then, between the quality scale in which one
-nakes a judgment and the quantity- seale in which he .-,(junts mc,jurc,;
with a quantitative scale.

The Idea of Dimension

Fundamentally, when we const -act Scales vie are dealing with dimen-
sions. A dimension is some quality or aspect or property of an
experience or of an object which can 1 e defined and which takes
different values or degrees. V hen we discriminate among these values
or degrees, we define a continuum. This continuum we see as a vari-
able. Furthermore, this continuum or variable must be pure, or
unidimensional, in the sense th a it deals with only one clear-cut
feature of the quality that we iire dealing with. When one takes a col-
lection of children's paintings and asks himself how he may describe
these, he must first determine possible dimensions in terms of which
he might describe the paintings.. Examples might be, subject matter,
color, clarity or "muddiness'' ct colors, quality of lino, use of space,
use of mass, etc. One art group identified inure than fifty features
which might be considered as dmiensions Of drawings. Now, that is a
lot of dimensions to work with, yet everyone of them could, theoreti-
cally, yield a continuum along v.hich qualitative or quantitative
categories or classes could be refined. Taken altogether these dimen-
sions would describe all features of the set of drawings that this group
examined.

thus a dimension is equivalent to a continuum, to a variable, and this
dimension is defined by the one iotrirrioti property that runs throughout
all examples or degrees. If you mix two or three properties into your
definition of a dimension, then y)u're in trouble. For one thing, the
reliability- of your jticlgire..,nt goes dov.ii. Viia St el: keep cme property
-.cell v..ith the gradations or the categories established uni-
dimen. i lly, and then you devtlop as ninny different dimensions a,s you
need to adequately describe the r 1:iterial you' Yt..'.curling with.

Dimensionality' has one other lea ure which should cume i.ito our think-
ing. Dimensions may exist at various levels of abstraction, from very
specific, and «,ncretc, levels to very abstract levels. You may have Lk
diminsiin sn h as amount of pre isur exerted on the pencil; this is
very conk rk rilAy have a ,11-nension which speaks of the
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character of the space enclosed by the line, which you tlen describe
in seine way. Such a dimension is at a more abstract level. Ws
dealing with a broader kind of phenomenon than just pencil pressure.
When you get up such concepts as aesthetic quality, you'.re dealing
with even a broader feature of the material.

W11,11 cihneus.ons vary from the very concrete to the very abstract, we
can often see a kind of order among them. We may then speak of a
hierarchy of dimensions or of meanings. For example, you can have a
set of categories which you call fruit. This concept creates a set of
disparate categories which constitute a nominal scale because these
are apples, and pears, and plums, etc. --all distinctive, separate
kinds of iruit. Similarly, you may identify many categories of veget-
attics. Fruits and vegetables have certain feature:: in ccinimon--both
are perishable plant products, seasonal in character. Both arc
edible and found. near each other in markets. Eacl. is a class term and
in a sense they are coordinate. These and many other ite,-ns arrange
themselves into broader and Broader categories, until we speak of
"food"--a general term whikh embraces a hierarcl y of terms. A

hieraichy is built from concrete to more remote levels of abstract
concepts. Dimensions property of arranging themselves
along degrees of .i.istraetion into a hie:r;irchy. O'hus fe,Wile of dimen-
sion is well to keep in mind when you're building quality stales. You
may lie able to rn.nge the dimensions. you identify into a hierarch. If
so, yea h;tVe. tuV, 1,-(1 establishing lacaningiul
relations among them.

To summarize, one fundamental aspect of researcl is the defining of
dimensions, and establishing categories within the i to permit one to
classify observations in appropriate ways, so that ;.;eneral statements
can be made. This is, t)11(.. seeks In reduce the Int.il numbe r of classes
from N = the number ,ot subjects or examples (A" v." 1,.< youi working

ith, to ti much more 'imited number of groups. Each group or class
will exhibit some intrinsic characteristic that holds it together, that
makes it a class, that defines it, and at the same tine, permits you to
observe the regularities or continuities among these classes. From
this p-o,ess LIAssitnation Tito r',', (1 ph 'nom, 1-, i you

.1'1 in .:..iikJ..11 LtHms ie lit,Ll is, y,1 divd, y,,ur
age And hy StIlip'cl u, Ater. filen you

"An 111,i!,e :,11( h as "boys are rimie likely to do ships
then girls', "primary children al.( more likely to draw flowers
Birds than intermediate children," etc. Or you may work at a more
ahst yak t level and dafine dimensions which show use of line -- whether
and how lines enclose space, etc. tai then say children at the primary
level re unlikely to make abstract forms spontaneously, or they're
very unlikely to use perspective. One makes such f;eneral stattanents
after he has defined the property lie i; looking for, :orted his materials
into the categories, and made his estimates or his counts.
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Identifying Meaningiul

The kind of dimensions and categories that you define within these
dimensions will depend on the scope of the task you've iniC.ally given
your subjects. Again, I'm using as illustration the drawing area. If
your instructions allow children to draw anything they like, you'll need
a much broader set of categories than if you say ''draw a man," be-
cause you can get so many different kinds of drawings. To make
dimensions manageable in your reseE-u-ch, you may have to set nar
rower limits thant "draw anything you choose." Your task is consider-
ably more manageable if you say ''draw a picture of your school yard
at recess time.' Here you've limited the subject matter, so the
number of categories you must establish for classification becomes
specific and thus more manageable.

The question should be raised: "How do you know what categories are
going to be important?" "What dimensions, among all possible ones,
should be studied?" Material may be treated in an infinite number of
ways. What you will observe, and dhnensionalize, will depend on your
problem, your question, and on your previous experience and your
knowledge of previous research Sometimes the selection of fruitful
dimerisions depends on hunch. Scientists in wri,ny fields use this more
often than they admit. We someti,r) C'S call this factor "intuition," and
psychologists are sometimes inclined to to toss it aside as mystical. Yet,
I'm convinced of two things: first, intuition is net completely divorced
from training. A person who knows a field very well is going to
function intuitively more adequately than one who doesn't know that
field very well. If you're going to (10 research with children's drawings,
you better have a lot of experience with children's drawings. If you
do, you will select dimensions more knowledgeably than if you come at
them cold. If you've handled lots of children's drawings, looked at
lots of them, you'll have a better informed anti successful intuitiol in
regard to the kinds dimensions you set up to classify them on.

'The other thing 1 would say is that people do differ in this intuitive
capacity, and beyond that I (:=, t 3.iy more. Even tie informed and
experienced people differ; some pick fruitful hunches ny)re often than
others. ibis feature of intellect remains sornethn;4 of mystery. 1,:e

don't 1.111C1t. r stand it 11(2 ct b ell S \VC understand problen1 solving.

The i.t1 Observation

There are a number of ways observations can be made, One of these is
certainly direct inspection and description. I'll just call this "eyeball-
ing." One of the time-honored techniques in child study has been the
running description of behavior from %witching what happens. Much can
be learned from general obscrva, al, usually that behavior is much
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more comples and difficult to describe than one assumed. This is an
important le.on to learn. Occasionally I get experienced teachers
taking my child psychology course. I send them out to observe and
record everything a child does in twenty minutes of free play. They
often object to this, and say, but I understand children; I've taught for
ten years." After a certain amount of protest, they'll react that "1
did'nt know children could do so much, particularly young children.''
"I found myself hard-pressed to put down everything that went on in
twenty minutes oven in genelal toinis," That's OHL: discovery from
general observation.

Next I ask that the observers do one other thing--separate what happen-
ed, the behavior, from their own inferences and interpretations, which
are to be noted in the margin of the behavioral observation record. The
student writes The nursery school teacher took the child by the hand
and led him, unwillingly, over to the sandpile." And I say, "Well now,
wait a minutethe teacher took the child by the hand and led him to the
sandpile. Unwillingly was your ,111..erence. What led you to say unwill-
ingly?'' "Well, the child cried a little bit, or held back." "Well, that's
behavior, write out that observation as behavior. The unwilling is your
interpretation and should be noted in the margin as an interpretation of
behavior observed.' And we go through this process over and over--it
takes a bit of doingto separate the inferences from the behavior.

By the time you get people separating inforence from behavior reason-
ably '.veil, you'll find that they make a couple of discoveries, that it's
very difficult to make strict behavioral accounts and get everything
down, because behavior is very rich. Very often students will say,
"Why don't you just send me out Nvith a movie camera? It would be
more successful than my trying to write all these notes." The second
dicovery is that when all the interpretations are sorted uut, behavior
descriptions become very dull. Indeed the interpretations, the descrip-
tives--"big," and ''little,'' etc., adverbs "willingly," "happily," etc.
make the behavior descriptions inte resting. When you pull them out and
put there among the interpretations, the behavior descriptions become
very dull.

St'-cicir: of

A : e ry ei,ten s 0.1 the ObSL'IVittiC211;i1 /110U10,1,
by Roger Barker at the Univirsity of Kansas, (5 and 6) has deliberately
reintroduced the adverbs into running accounts of child behavior be -
ca.: se he finds that straigi.t behavioristic records don't give him very
useftl research material, psychologically speaking. Ycri can't obsLrve
it. child's intentions or goals; you hirer them. And the minute you pull
goal directed behavior out of your observations, your observations be-
come fairly pointless.
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Barker built his whole set of observations around. sequnces of hoiiav-
ior, which he separated into episodes whenever the child's goal or
action changed. Bill and John were playing in the sandlot with some
old crates. The behavior record goes on to make many observations
relating to their handling of material, skill, and problems they met
and solved, etc. The boys were building a shack, but they dropped
this behavior, got on their bikes and rode down the street. At this
point their inferred goal changes. They went down to the drugstore for
some ice cream. First the goal was to construct a hut; now the goal is
to get ice creams. This change of behavior represents a way to
unitize the behavior. Barker's whole object was to treat the stream of
behavior as a stream, and yet, break it up into units that could be
btu-101(2d psychologicallycategories, if you like. Ile found that he could
do this by inferring die ch_iid's purpose; indeed, he had to infer purpose
to study behavior in context meaningfully. lie could evaluate these
units of behayio. in a great VLiri..ty of \'.!,y's Inc example, he could
evaluate a child's behavior in terms of the apparent clarity of the goal
set for the child when tasks were assigned him. Ile could evaluate the
amount of frustration experienced in seonences of episodes. Ile could
sort episodes into social and non - social, and study them in new Waryzi.
Many interesting facts came to light when he studied behavior episodes
across many children ai.d across Many episodes. lie fount_ fc r extanple,
that tin clearest go:ils for children tiru set, not by teachers, not by
parents, but other children. Teachers tietually are lea-t clear in making
assignments and setting goals for children in the elementary schools.
Parents are a little better in setting clear goals than teachers, but riot
!melt.

One may get the impressio. from some of the clinical literature about
clan.dren that their live.-; are full of disappointments and frustrations,
being put dovcri by adults, etc. Barker found that if you really take the
ongoing stream of behavior as it occurs in school, on tie playground, at
home, etc., break it into episodes, you may evaluate them against
variety of dimensions by fitting the behavior against rating scales, iine
scale to each dimension. Fly this method, Barltei t'nurid that a child's
rough experiences arc very minimal. Acute trust rations recur infre-
quently. A lot of a child's experience is kind of pointless, but there is
much more constructive than destructive in tine child's daily routine.
Adults, teachers, and children oiler Inore help than Linde raric . Barker
was able to also ik'tto the se 11001 long 1.11, otilk' ,

and classify them according to the learn:rig significaiRc of theist episQcles
as they occur--did an episode seen to Live a significant impact on the
child, change his behavior? Wc find that morc h2a.rning occrir = nut of
school 12y far than Oct. rs in i.chool, and that significant learning
episodes in school per child may occur as seldom as once in forty
minutes. Mostly, the child is just siting there. \Volt, we've known
this in a nera! way, and we have 't been very happy to face it. Data
like these bring one up short.
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Making Judgments in General Observation

The straight behavioristic, observational account is, then, not neces-
sarily the most useful. One may learn a lot about observation by
forcing himself to record only behavioral descriptions. However,
subjective or experiential aspecte may also be obse.iveLl. Such obser-
vations often upset some of our cherished preconceptions. Such data
give us quite a different picture of the child's life from what our
preconceptions would have us believe. These running accounts that
Illy) talking about can be done in free situations or in controlled settings,
You can do them, for example, by giving children certain materials to
work with and observing what they do with these materials. Or you may
give them access to a great variety of material and see what they
select, You may give a specific assignment, saying "accomplish this,''
Immediately, depending whether you've sat up a very free or controlled
situation, you require different kinds of categories. Once you have
gotten the materials together, you classify them on appropriate en-
sions or variables, assigning them to categories within each va
or dimension, In other N.,ords, you scale them. You may have Se
dimensions that you've identified as possible ways of evaluating a
material, but you may find that in fact you have only A or 10. This is
a common experience. I've heard Professor lieittel comment on this
fact fi-equently, that one can think of many more ways to handle a
naturists than you actually, psychologically, can use. Sc7,1e will be
intercorrelateci, some of them intcrcorrelated se highly that there is
no sense in making separate judgments. Although the scales may
utilize different words they in fact require essentially the same kind of
judgment. This problem rans all through the descriptive terms that
you use in evaluating art products, Very often our meanings overlap- -
we think they're (.4stinct, but when we conic to make the several judg-
ments, tee find we're judging fundamentally the same thing, And so in
research V.A.' h.tve l0 reduce the number of scales we apply to

different judgments that we're operationaily making.

The SelectivL Observation

ha-.Th.- (1 the acc.ount rre al.m tot'
1../L!illtV1CI' in A Sk'il sito:Atiult6 in

selc.-11:O L C 0 rd. in .2 IA) a dirnensien--,In activity or prolinet
File is limited in time and the kind of situation havc
selected in whi.-11 to observe behavior. 'Hie resulting record can fie

(-led to rating. This observation also can be at training device--to
make cue sensi,,ive to the diMim-Lions I:t2tv:cen judwnynt In,1 inference;
and v.rh.t attuilly occurred,

For research one is much more lik. ly to use selected situation,,
the running t (-count of behavior. lIov,,7ci, the general ruining account
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method often can be helpful in defining your problem and determining
what specific observations will be useful. For example, if your
problem is the general one of how may we free-up children's drawings,
the best thing to do is to watch children draw for zn bile. Then as you
define your problem more precisely you can determine the observations
that you can treat more systematically. You select some drawings
which will help you establish categories expressing degrees of freedom
or constraint. Then you begin to think of what you can do as a teacher
to increase or to decrease this dimension.

At some point you may wish to include in your observations a recorded
statement by the subject. Now this gets us into interviews and question-
naires. The subject reports on his own behavior as directed or struc-
tured by the questions put to nimeigther written or oral questions.
This type of observation is useful for aspects of behavior which are not
easily observable; for example, a child's preference for one kind of
medium as contrasted with another. You could get some idea of pre-
ference observing the child's behavior in spontaneous situations over a
long period of tune, or in free choice situations where, for example,
you might note that In usually selects crayons oven finger paints. But
why not ask the child directly what he'd prefer? This is a legitimate
approach. You can .het choice infonni.itn)ii i,conornically simply by ask-
ing.

A questionnaire or interview requires careful prep.cration in phrasing
questions which will elicit the observation and intorna ticai yon want.
This is harder to do than you may think. No one saould ever sit down
and write out a questionnaire or interview and then go out and gather
data. One always must pretest his questionssometimes s eral times.
A good example is the Eisner's Art Interest Scale. (7) This is a schedule
of questions which can be used to collect information about interest inn
art or previous experience with art.

This direct approach, too, is import;int in appreciation studies and in
process studies. What you're getting at is the inner psychological
processes that are not av,iilable to direct observation. You can say,

technically, maybe they're not even ;:%,ailable to the subject him-
self; maybe these are unconscious phenomena, and 1-:c can't tell you
words what's going op.- tins is a possiinlity. 1 hare arc utaltaibledly.
some J si,ects of appreciatien that t re not av,iilable to a subject con-
sciously. yua'll have to be pacticulH:ly clever iei dc,vi ;r, 2, seine
indirect methods of observation. Some psychologists have been particu-
larly ingenious at getting indirect measures. lint increasing:/, as ycur
measure lic...comer inure indiic Cto you hive 11101:...! ,Arli,/ more difficulty
clef( nr-li:4; its validity. the questi, :mire, or check list, in similar
device is finest legitint.te for those ICaS Of experience in which you
have rcasen to believe a pe r on nahe some judgment on his own
behavior.
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Tests and Work Samples

Then there are tests or work samples. I'm talking about art products,
the products of art behaviors; not talking about personality tests.
I am talking about tests of skills in art, or work samples of skills in
art. Give a person some material and see how he works with it. How
does he handle his brush with oils, with watercolor? How does he
handle clay? If you set up a test or work sample, you as burne that
there's a body of skills that you can sample systematically. You ask
a person to perform the tasks that you've sampled, and record his
observed performance on each skill or operation. You accumulate
these into sums of scores or possibly a profile. What you're really
getting at here is observation of technical proficiency. Probably this
appro, ch would be used in art school much more than in public school
art education wh_rc, as I understand it, your emphasis is less on
technical proficiency than on other purposes. But, depending on your
educational objectives, if you were trying to embrace or develop
technical skill with a particular medium in the sixth grade, it would
be perfectly lo.gitmate to build a set of tests that would permit you to
make oOservations about the child's technical skill. Finally, we should
not that in all research the descriptive task is required at some piont,
In constructing stan(Cirdized tests, a great deal of observation goes
into th-_, work. Someone may say, "I'm going to use Elliot Eisner's
Art Interest Test with a group of high school freshmen, and divide
them into those with high interest and 1)\v interest and then study their
behavior in drawing and sculpting." Well, the direct observation you
right rt-+Ice with respect to art interests has already been done for you
by Professor Eisner. In constructiNg his test he put into it a great
deal of direct observationE'l work which you accept as an a,..complisn,d
fact. You tike the test as a developed instrument and begin your
observ,uitic,n another point. lrav ,g used the test and .sorted subject
inn t-wr.D gr7)..Ips, then you observe their behavior in art class, You
ta;:c the tcst for granted, I merely make the point that you can't
undertake any research without embodying observation. When you
give tests, you're accepting somebody else's nbservati,
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The Case Study

Dale B. Harris and 'Kenneth R, tleittel

A. The Case Method is Art Education

Dale B. Harris

There is a particular use of the observational method which has con-
siderable application in art. The case study should have considerable
appeal to art educators be ause there is a minimum of quantitative
analysis involved. It is globalistic and permits the synthesis of
materials in general statements about one person, or one production.
Those artists who dislike breaking a phenonenon into elements or in-
to numbers may feel they stay closer to the significant material by
using the case method, Many art educators deal with groups of child-
ren, they may believe that the ease method is nil practical for
the :1. However, it may lie useful for particular studies, even when
one is concerned with groups, The group process itself can be made
the subject of case study.

Broadly considered, a case study consists of the collection of a wide
variety of data and information about a single person, grocp, event, or
process. One seeks to put together a complete picture, from which he
may gain greater understanding of that person. Frequently, cases
arc studied collectively. That is one gathers a series of cases, col-
lecting similar data on all of them, Ile then reviews the cases to
arrive at some general statement formulated from the consistencies
or trends he finds among all cif them.

The Case i\lethud Gives Particular Information

If one wishes to describe the status of ,t group 01 children from a
collection of individual cau,e studies, he is not likely Lo yet good infor-
mation by this proeduru. That ir, one cannot get information con-
cerning parameters or norms. One can't is illy tell what any
population of children is like, because one rarely selects cases to
represent population. For example, in the exampl, Professor
Beittel presents, he advertised nn tha:7 student bulletin has iii for sub-
jeCfF who would be willing to draw for an h r a week over a period of
ten weeks. Ile had no control (iv( the selection of :objects except
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among those who came in response to his advertisement. He got some
very interesting people:, including a math major, a science major, an
English major, and SO on but its clear that this group did not consti-
tute a random or even eprescnta:ive selection of Penn State students,
They were students who were curious about or interested in drawing.,
or they wouldn't turn up as volunteers. Such cases are self selected;
they are not a random set. Such students give useful research infor-
mation for Professor Beittel's purpose --to study process in drawing.
But they do not give a picture of what drawing behavior by the typical
Penn S..ate student is like.

A Study of Drawing Process

Nevertheless, by making such intensive case studies, of drawing
process, the investigator can get a very clear picture of how individ-
uals go about workingthe strategies and the imagery they utilize - -by
getting thoroughly acquainted with these individuals in depth. For this
purpose, except for skilled artists, almost any student will do. Sev-
eral case studies will give Professor Beittel some idea about variabil-
ity and constancy in process. Thus, for process information, for
knowledge of a persoi, in depth, for forming hypotheses about how
something is accomplish( d, the case study is a powerful exploratory
device.

Other Uses of the Case Method

One may make applications of the method other than that described by
Professor I3e.t.tel. He can collect samples of art work of a particular
individual over a period of time. One may keep notes on the comments
made by one child artist while he works, notes concerning his apparent
motivation or his method of work or the like. One may keep notes on
classroom behavior that he feels throws light on one particular child's
interest, personAity, and the like, Ile may ask the child to write an
essay or to make a statement about his interest in and his previous
experiences with art; he 'nay ask the child to write about a particular
project he has done, One can economically collect information regard-
Me prior art e:-,p,:riencc, sheet, to ha included with the
ease act( s.

A teaclatr can kcei +iota :, :onto a significant lift experience he
introduces in class; he may, for example, introduce some intense
sensory experience, moving music, or tactual exploration of a variety
of textures and surfaces, and then ask the children to draw or or
model. }IL rn-ty keep notes of wh.it children say and do, as well as
their resulting products. Uhus one may make studies- of group,
or of individuz>ls,
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What ar ?. the purposes fol which one might accumulate such data? One
might be interested in accumulating records of individuals that he feels
are particularly creativeimaginative people in an artistic sense. You
just want to accumulate these for a time tc see what you get. In this
way I've been keeping notes rather casually on some exceptionally
gifted children I run into from time to time. I've not clone it particular-
ly for research; I do it for teachin, purpose's, to have sonic specific
illustrations for lectures.

You may wish to stud; individuals who have a particularly strong
imagery or a particular kind of imagery. If you follow the late
Professor Lowenfeld's tradition, you might want to study haptically
inclined individuals, because such persons do not come along frequent-
ly in our visually oriented culture. You would keep notes on such
individuals until you've built up a series of cases giving you a better
understanding of this dimension of perception.

Studies of Growth in Interest or Skill

One of the best uses of the case study is simply to collect longitudinal
records or samples, We have relatively few collections of such.
Helga Eng has published two books on her niece's work, (8 and 9)
IIa old McCurdy, a psychologist in North Carolina, made a study of
the drawings of a man !15) by a boy over a period of about five years.
There's at published monograph concerning the work of a boy who was
particularly interested in drawing trains. (13) A former student of mine
in Japan has a remarkable collection of the art work of his four young
children, He has kept everything that they have constructed, painted
or drawn, including full notes of what they said at the time. He has an
enormous pile of material which I have begged him to photograph in
order to preserve, as this kind of collection is most unusual. Child-
ren's products are seldom saved systematically.

An Example of a Longitudinal Study

All these are case studies and may help give an understanding of
artistic processes when we n.ve a store (),1 information in depth. I

have sonic data collec led in S,,utii fr.an children who had
never used paper arid pencil. Indeed they had never semi pictures.
These children lived in a remote, isolated arc:, high in the Andes.
The two cases presented here arc by ;1. four-year-old boy and his five-
year-old-brother. I had these boys draw daily for about seven wec.!ks.
The samples included here were taken at intervals from .ne entire
series. The work of the four-year-old is particularly interesting be-
cause the collection includes the tran:iition from se ribble to repre-
sentative dr.-e.c.im4. .).Ve showed him v.hat a pencil would du and asked
him to tit' the page with pencil w. -k, dnd this is what 1 did (Fig. 1).
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The spiral scribble was our demonstration of what a pencil would do.
Thereafter, our instruction was always to draw an object, generally a
man. Fig. 2 shows his work two days later, Five days after the
initial drawing we do get a rudimentary man, along with scribbles
(Fig. 3), Two days after that the scribbling is much reduced (Fig. 4),
but shortly reappears (Fig. 5), and is still present two weeks after the
initial drawing (Fig. 6). After another week we have several forms
(;gig. 7) with minimal scribbling, Note that the transition from scribble
to figure drawing did not come all at once, nor is there much evidence
of a progressive exploration of various forms of scribbling.

The following September, I visited the village again. Here is the first
drawing (Fig. 8) that this little fellow produced, after six months of no
drawing. The following day we get a much better form (Fig. 9), His
five-year-old brother also shows a remarkable progression but with-
out the definite transition from scribble. Fig 10 reproduces his very
first pencil work. Again, the spiral figure at the top constituted our
demonstration of the pencil. The following day there is a crude "man,"
along with some scribble efforts (Fig. 11). A week later all scribbles
have disappeared in favor of forms (Fig. 12), Figs. 13 throng} 15 were
selected at weekly intervals from the total series, produced daily. Fig,
16 presents this boy's first neat after six months of no practce, i,nd
Fig. 17 was produced a week later,

From such case studies I can't get statistics, but one does get some
appreciation and understanding of the drawing process and its develop-
ment, and a vivid illustration of retention and, indeed, development
during an interval of no practice, I must stress that these children had
no paper or pencil in the interw.l. For these case studies we hoc no
additional information about the children; it was just not available.
They came from a visually impoverished experience; there were vir-
tually no man-made forms except huts. There were no trees--only
rocks and scrubby grass acid llamas and sheep. Although there was no
previous experience with printed pictures or figure drawing, yet from
the start in the older boy, we got recognizable form, and in the case
of the younger boy, a study in the transition from scribble to represern-
ation.

1 recon-nnemd to the art educator tka_ case mwthod. Even thou2,11 you
work with groups, you can collect case material on particular children.
Even though you're very busy, you can usually find time to collect data
for one case in which you happen to be particularly interested. An
accurnulathm of such over a period of years can lead to process under-
shindin that group studies relay- conceal, as the following paper by
Professor Beittel cl ca rly rcveal.
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S, Sonic: Values of Case Studies''

Kenneth R. I3eittel

There are several points ce" view one may take toward case studies,
Sensitive experimentalists. iii frequently study single cases in some
depth in order to develop an intuitive feel for phenomena they will even-
tually have to represent by means of concrete operations and well-
defined, quantitative variables, Others will immerse themselves in the
center of the many vari pies encountered in "real life" or "in the field '
in order to develop their hunches concerning which variables merit
further, more controlled studies. These .Ire uses which serve a pre-
paratory function, lime case study is a stepping-stone toward research
or a means whereby sensitivity toward phenomena is increased,

1 have no quarrel with such uses, but I do think the attitude toward the
case study under such circninstance S is one which role tea it to an
inferior position for knowledge-getting I v. s6uroc that there are
other It of case studies which center value more v. ithin. them, not on
their itusiliary functicAls,

The Conning of art cart be seen as a process requiring all integration of
socialized and idiosyncratic or personal, less ego-centered forces,
Regularities in style, tradition, symbolism, and medium usage belong
to the socialized side and submit gracefully to modes of inquiry com-
mon to the behavioral sciences. I have been able, for example, to
study characteristics of drawing, strategies (with factors influenci,L:;
them) of defined sample groups. The noticeable qualitative differences
between drawings of au individual, however, soon 'Lad one asvay from
the group focus and the variables and modes of analysis appropriate
thereto. The socialized aspects do not cease. Rather the idiosyncratic
ones press to the fore. More than that, it is the integration of these in
the unique person which is the chief seduction of the case method for
inc . It is my feeling that the aesthetic and creative aspccts of ztrt-
f(,,rt,-nn.,,..; d7 not submit to generic viewpoints or criteria, but ttiL:t tl.t y
;:.re eaper ntL,1 dependent upon the flow of articulation
processes and upon the contexts in which these are embt_dcled, 'I hi: 1F,

he reader is urged to consAt Gordon Allport's, Ile Use of
Personal Documents in Psycholocal Science (3) for an extended dis-
cussion of case methodology which is admirable in its scope and
balance.
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a philosophical assuniption, i realize, so I will not argue it he ce but
merely state it.

'There is a practical reason as veil as a philosophical cue for the study
of the single ease in ,1rt. The teacher :1.,,s1.1./AR'S that his experience is
a sound basis for interpreting the student's ,-,rtistie processes and
products. lie arrives at a necessary Inunilit} in ,liseovering how little
he can legitimately interpret of another 's art procesSea, The effort of
nonjudgmental interest and attention required to focus on the wholeness
of a case engenders the empathy and insight which cancels out his
categorical expectations and preconceptions, fie perceives that student
as a lawful entity whose images, intentions, skills and circumstances
are highly relevant to what he does in art, This might be called an
acsthrtic or appreciati.,.e function of the case method: the grasp of
wholeness, origin, and continuity, of existential being and transcend-
ence circulating around the continuous making of art. Further, the
teacher learns to what degree his assignc.d problems and curriculum
may be impositions on a student, deflecting rather than helping him.
Still further, the teacher may arrive at a role much like that of the
therapist (although not oriented toward therapy) where he feels himself
mysteriously like a participant in a human dialogue which helps tire
other person direct his art dialogue in ways move. satisfying to him

To operate Chas in the study oi the single case and yet be a teacher may
cause sonic confusion of roles. The observer whose chief interest is
that of understanding the ease is likely to be in the better position. On
the other hand, the teacher who engages in such study may well modify
his teaching methodt, to the place where theft: is little ;..11COZIgruonce
between the two rules. I have seen art teachers work effectively in
this way, and there is a long-standing tradition in art education based
On a belief in the organic "unfolding" of a person's expressive and
artistic powers. It is not chance that Lowenfeld and Schaeffer-
Simmern, for exaniple, have often included individual ease histories in
their writings. By so doing they thought to present suhtleiies beyond
their generalizations through a more or less "ideal type" which their
generalizations could then refer to. But I have found, in my in-depth
work with individuals produLnig an Lxtended series of drawings, no
uninteresting types and no ide:A. types. Rather the hill flavor oi
uniqueness is experienced, .clung with the re-lization that all t;eneral-
izations concerning it case are 'out tentativ-e ,11(1 projections
of the observer.

The ease method in art, thus, leads one toward a phenomenological
stance, toward philosophical questions about the experience Of art, and
away from group analyses and the kinds of manipulations inure common
to traditional behavioral science. It reveals to the teacher the way his
students experience art, and it st.'.,sitizes the ruse archer to the full
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range and compleyity of the phenomena he studies. Cuse histories,
moreover, can be structured so that they yield protocols which can be
used in traditional research methods. Al 1port, whose classic work on
personal documents was earlier cited, also describes how data from a
single case can be analyzed, placing emphasis on what he terms the
"morphogenic" instead ofthe nothothetic. (2, pp 105-4.22) It is my
hunch that such approaches as he describes are ideally suited to the
study of art.

With persons beyond the child level, first-person singular statement a
about feelings, evaluations, iatcntions, images, technical problems,
etc., are essential to an understanding of what the artist is doing. To
elicit such statements requires, in my eaperienc, a climate much
like that described by Rogers (18) cor psychotherapy, where the
genuineness (congruence between statement and feeling) and empathy of
the therapist, along with his unconditional positive regard for the
client, are prime requisites. As in psychotherapy, to enter fully into
this privileged arena is sonic:thing of a trust and also an encounter not
to be taken lightly. Any desire to manipulate the other seems out of
place.

In my own worl:, I lee iota rated with the artist only between draw-
ings. Usually the 'inquiry" takes plac,.: before a drawing session,
using in- process photos uI the previous session's dr;Lv...ing as a basis
for simulated recull and c:.phpration, 'File photographic in-process
material, the finished works, the notes J. and my assistant make each
session, and transcriptions of the inquiries add together to form a rich
picture of a person guiding and transcending himself in art. In addition,
without using the verb to teach" in a transitive, pre-thought sense, I
cannot escape the feeling that the method described is a good one for
learning in art. Certainly the artist's self-identity and motivation are
increased thereby. 1 have insisted that those hi..torics constitute
a Kind of abstraction ti.d "1:rio,:,..lL.dge" which is a V,d1U11.de aicidition to
art education. Assuredly they keep one humble and a believer in a
kind of humanism rather rare in today's educational world. They sug-
gest that the workaday ego is a small and often misleading represent-
ation of the poteinj.Iliti, /iv
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Identifying and Stating a Rcsa, Probletn

Dale B, I r s

Many, perhaps the most, researchable problems ccine from questions
we raise during the normal course of our teaching or our work with
teachers in supervision or iii our discussions with colleagues and with
students. It is perhaps the rare problem that une identifies by sitting,
down and thinking about his area of work until he generr tes an "aha!"
experience, locating the significant researchable issue. More often,
a problem may occur in the course of professional reading, in reading
professional discussions or controversies, or studying reviews of
research in particular areas. As onc studies research, frequently
questions arise colleen-ling the unanswered questions of another's
reseaa.ch. Other problems are identified from review of the literature,
locating areas of work ,,which have been infrequently investigated, In
this latter case the rational or "sitting down and thinking it through"
approach may be quite appropriate.

Formulating a Problem Stoic

Formally stated, the process of identifying and stating a researchable
problem goes through the following stages or steps:

I, Stating the general question as it initially presented itself,
Z. Clarifying this question; defining terms and making it as

specific as possible.
3, If the question is broad, developing a number of specific

questions that, if answered, weuid contribute toward answer-
ing the central question.

-I. Distinguishing among the issues those which, are descriptive,
those which are nonnative, and those which are experimental
in character.
Deciding what kinds of obsc r'.-ations will provid, the infor-
mation necessary for (or 1.'2*tliilit_t
quest i On.

A Sample Question

From among questions raised in research worksnops, two tray be
selected as illustrative, One of these as originally stated was, "What
is the natue of the 'floundering' sane beginning painting students go
through? Do certain psychologic, conditions, such as anxiety,
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confusion, hostility, fear, or rcjecticn exhibit themselves to a certain
degree in those students who identify themselves as aounderers?" A
second question was, "How can we 'free tip' those children whose
drawings and paintings are too constricted?"

estating the Initial Question

"faking the first question, one must- break it down by asking additional
questions cr restating and dividing it into separate issues and then
deciding the Dreier in which one will seek the answers. For example,
the first question raised above, calls up a number of further questions,
such as, what are the behavioral indicators that the investigator be-
lieves will indicate floundering? Do students themselves know the
experience of floundering? if so, are those who so identify themselves
Ihe same students that the instructor would name as "flounderers?"

Implicit Assumptions

It is well ;it this point to recognize Hat the questi,ii implies several
assumptions. One certainly is that the studen,s arc mature, articulate,
and well motivated individulis who arc not sitnply "L;oofing cif" be-
cause they dislike painting instruction. Clearly, aid particularly if
the art students were school children, we \voul.1 have to separte the
well tnrsti<<tld from the poorly li-_,,tivaterl children whose indifferent
auproJc.h to their work -would (=Oh o c the 1:; Secondly, such a
question assumes that the investigator has had sufficient experience to
identify the behavior of "floundering" and already know some of the
overt signs of floundering. That is, one assumes that the investigator
has a body of experience which can direct his initial observations; he
will not observe all the behavior in the painting classmerely those
aspects which relate to "floundering,"

Forl11.1Litin:4 Spe.' i fir SlYr.)Stlidil!S

It is also necessary to recognize tl-- the question very quickly breaks
down into a number of distinct parts. One study would ascertain

1,,.the s a re re of 1.1-e experience, of flounder-
in,.;, and wThether these ,-turi,:nts re Cu'
identity iron' his obsei yrition. Anct r would be a survey ear-cipri/n.;
two types of students. 'I he i.,t!Javiors ci floundercrs and non-
flounderers would be compared with respect to such psychological
characteristics as anxiety, confusion, rejection, hostility, fear, and
the like. At this point it would be well for the investigator to talk with
one of his psychologist friends, to identify acceptable behavioral
indicators of the above nouns designating emotional states. This step
is the necessary one of definition, and the sc.,,ction of criteria. One
must decide whether he will look for overt signs of these emotional
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conditions in classroom behavior directly accessible to the teacher or
will use psychological tests to get at dispositional traits. Thc psycho-
logist may suggest certain personality tests which are sufficiently
valid to investiote selected dispositional traits or characteristics.
Here one must be cautious Js, despite a great rnnuunt ut research,
there is :till much confusion and del,ate in psychology as to the nature
of dispositional traits.

Returning to the broader question ,cs, initially stated, it is eleac that
the person who raised this question wants to know whether perhaps
something other than emotional conditions contribute to the flounder-
ing. Is some of this floundering in the nature of trial and error
exploration rather than indicative of dispositional qualities or source
traits? Clearly one aspect of the study should involve introspection
and self report by students, .rhus, investigatiol, should focus on the
process of learning, as well as on characteristics of the learner.

In any event, the investigator needs to spell out rather c,. cefally what
he means by floundering - -the specific behavioral characteristics that
he would identify as indicating, this state in the learning of rtisaic
skill, What about the followingasking the instructor many questions;
making many h:,.1se starts, and using many sheet; of raper; wandering
about the c assroom; looking at the work of other students; expressing
dissatisfaction with the media; offering a variety of excuses for not
getting to work and staying at work - -arc all the signs of floundering?
What other behaviors could sO,nify floundering behavior?

A Checklist of Observable Behaviors

First, then, the investigator must identify in behavioral terms the
condition of "floundering" as he defines it. Probably he will want to
discuss these signs with colleagues to make certain that he has
described a condition which other teachers also identify. l',eing able
to state a commonly recognized situation gives some assurance that an
individual is working with behaviors that have meaning and significance,
and is not just expressing his own private concepts or peculiar inter-
est 6.

Having satisied himself that he has defined a meaningful cluster of
criterion behaviors, the investigator next will want to make a list of
the specific actions thot students exhibit when they -flounder." He
will aL.;o want to list a wide variety of illustrative verbal statements
that students may make while "floundering." To provide these he will
either draw on his store of accumulated observations or he will watch
his class with an open eye and mind for a few days, making notes on
the kinds of Dehaviors and statements which would lead him to say that
students are floundering. Having listed such behaviors and statements
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he would next ditto a prclithinaryt checklist, arranging the items in
convenient and logical groups. He would try out this checklist by
observing for five or ton minutes each, several students whom he
would identify as "typical. flounclerer " rnaking all the behaviors that
he observes and addmg any which he had not included on the checklist.
He ,,could also wish to spend e-cp,,vdlent tint,- typical non-
fieundere r to see that in ['act it of the bif
this checklist can be noted.

Having obtained a workable che-cklist, lie v.ould then proceed to system-
atic observation of all students in d !_.,iven class. This task might
require several periods of class time in wtlttch would observe c .1.ch
student in turn for a short, specified time interval, chucking off all the
specific items of behavior which o,lcur,..,.(-1 it. [I1,-t interval of time for
that student, lie would go through students itt turn using equivalent
amounts of time for observation for each student. On the basis of this
simple checklist i.c could probably identify a stated number of students
who show the most beli.aviors, and a similar number who showed the
least behaviors, in the tl iruerva:. Tiles,. groups v,tould constitute
Iris e ont rdsted ups oI : ouhde r ii -tioullr],,ryrs,

His He sl, be In 11)11 if;li to L,_,1 ir
s to ,d11.):.t ant: tt, 1, , ',L4)M-..1 ur be PH"'(1 to

I,, It (1 V. ill') of CHICH as

It is well to recognize' th<tt in the tbrWL: description we have involved
several specific research tasks. We have defined terms, identified
behaviors and verbal statements, conducted a simple survey which has
certain normdtive characteristics to it, That is, 01,2 investigator has
observed a group of students, each >t1./dent period of time
under similar conditions, and shocked off a list of belidviors noted
during that interval, lie could ma!ie "nonnative statements" ;ibout the
typical number of floundering behaviors that are likely to be exhibited
in a short period of time in a lass for beginning painting. He would
have established a basis for further surveys of contrasted groups. lie

ald alsu A 1:-.,14 [1.1' ,or )11 k'XTIC'ritiNnt
(111L111l1,'"i ri;1.2,1:1 11 1 LIIHunt 11,1011('1.]:1,L;

Such ('xpurirn..'nt would Ntni.y.. two 2r,,,Ips of c,einiy,-itent in
to be I ro,Iti.,1, rit1, wit), tuTiching

techniques designed to reciaci floundering and the other, the control
group, in which no special techniques are used.

A Second Exainple

Take the second question. *How can I free up children's paintings and
dra\vings'?" As stated, this is a melhedological question, not a sub-
stantive research issue. Certainly it is not a problem you can make
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observations on very readily. You wish to do something to achieve an
objective, the objective being to make children's .art work less stero-
typed, more free and open. Again one starts with an assumptions-that
freedom in art expression is a good thing. This is a value statement.
Indeed, there is a very respectable bony of theory in art oducatic.m that
holds that freedom is a desirable thing, and there's much discussion
in the professional literature COnce111,ag h,r,v his objective cAn In
achieved.

Determining Criteria

For the descriptive portion of the research, the problem is to identify
those aspects of drawings that Lire tree vs. those that are stereotyped
and constricted. So immediately ice need criteria. Where does one
get criteria? One can, of course, draw on thaory. What kind of
evidence would you look for in children's graphic art work that would
indicate sehether it's constricted and stereotyped or free and open?
Someone may say--" rile use of space and the nature of line." This
statement is insufficient. Speeifically, what usages of space and line
suggest inhibitiaii or Irecdon? 1 suppose most of us would agree that
small figures, placed sparingly on a sheet of paper, or perhaps
restricted to enc small area of the sheet would suggast constriction.

marl.' slowly And carefully, or perhaps lightly, uncertainly, or
tentatively would also suggest 'criteria"; already are approaching
verbal descriptions which should .naibla us to tell, when v.e troop at a
drawing, whether or not these criteria apply.

One might consider that "movement" in the drawing has some-
thing to do with openness or constriction. Indeed drawings have been
evaluated quite successfully according to the general criterion:
"movement depicted or implied." one might say, "It's the nuriber of
straight lines vs. the number of curved lines." Oac might use such a
criterion. Suppose, for example, one finds that the general rating of
movement in the drawing is actually highly correlated with the pro-
portion of cu;ved to straight lines. Then he might conclude that these
two criteria are really only ono. lint such a fact must be determined
empirically; if you did find it, you'd need lo use only one ef those
criteria, rather than both.

One might also look at themes- -eonycntionui original themes in
the content of art work. The notion is that conventional themes
represent inhibition or constriction, and that unusual or "different"
themes represent a form of freedom. In this we have another potential
criterion, based on the idea expressed by the content, If it correlates
only modestly with our other hypothLisized criteria, we would have a
basis for continuing to use it.
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Reliability

Having established, from theory, some possible criteria, we must
ascertain that various judges can observe them similarly. Ou: judg-
ments of criteria must satisfy the public nature of science; they must
show agreement, or be reliable. Therefore we must test out our
criteria by having two or more judges independently classify a sample
of drawings or paintings by these ,-riteria, to establish that their
judgrn .nts are in fact similar.

A Possible Experiment

What we've clone is establish some criterit, by which we can judge work
to be constricted or free. However, we still have the questionhow
does one free up children's drawings ? This now becomes a method
question, suitable for an experiment. Many art teachers have rather
definite ideas about how such may be accomplished. The investigator
will try one of the methods suggested for "loosening up" children's
work, He proposes to introduce a particular stimulus situation, to
.2xercise a certain kind of instructional control, in order to produce in
students' \;,ark a greater amount of the indices that he has identified as
denotin2 freeddin.

The experiment is science's most i;owcrful technique, and it leads to
the most useful and significant knowledge. Experileentalists often dis-
dain descriptive research, but unless one has good inscription, he can't
experiment, because he doesn't know what he is working with. The
experiment comes relatively late in scientific development. It may
well be that in the field of art education there are some areas that are
ready for experiment, but there are surely many areas in which much
more has to be known descriptively before we can identify what we want
to do experimentally, Educators in art should not feel backward about
simple descriptive work and hasten into experimenal work. There is
plenty to be done in order to become familiar with the dimension of
problems at a descriptive level.

We have said r that observation is only one part of research
design and concern. In ObSC S We ask -What hdppens
and v',' can give descriptive accounts; we can make continued obser-
ations or limited observations; we can select critical instances; We
can make process accounts, etc. Surveys answer the question "How
are variables distributed in 0 population?"; and for surveys, as we
indicated previously one uses interviews, questionnaires, schedules of
items, or questions. The research problem of the survey is less that
of accurate observation and description and more that of the sample- -
sampling subjects in such a way that one can make general statements
from the sample to some theoretical population.
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Correlational Studies

With instruments constructed for survey researchinterviews,
questionnaires, and schedules of various kinds (and remember that
so-called personality tests are not tests of skills; they are really
questionnaires or interviews)--one opens up a third area of work:
Correlational studies. The research question now is "How are vari-
ables associated with one another?" One may work with simple
relationships, or he may work with muitivariate relationships - -a
number of variables intercorrelated. One may extend this procedure
into factor analysis to examine, in a complex of intercorrelated
variables, how many principal independent components or dimensions
make up the complex of interrelated factors. Or one may work with
prediction--by correlating variables (from which one hopes to predict)
with particular outcome variables. Here, the problem of criterion
measures is especially crucial, and we move immediately into the
technicalities of measurement.

UU
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An Introduction To Measurement

by William Rabinowitz

To understand a person you must first be able to describe him and his
behavior. This is equally true of teachers and children. To under-
stand what takes place in the classroom it is necessary to describe it,
This is also true of the products of behavior such as drawings and
paintings. To understand such artistic products you have to be able to
describe them.

We have been discussing various procedures for observing and
describing the 0(2175011, his behavior, and the products of his behavior.
it should be clear that a description ideally ought to be con ?left and
accurate. We have seen, however, that any. description of IL person is
necessarily limited to a iew of the many aspects of his behavior that
are observable. Description is the refore s elective,

In part, the selectivity of description involves s decision by the obser-
ver ct)nce ming what to observe; in part, it involves a decision about
how to observe it. Naturally, we want to observe those aspects of an
individual's behavior that are especially relevant to car purposes. Our
description of these relevant aspects may be relatively unstructured,
impressionistic, and qualitative, or it may be relatively structured,
systematic, and quantitative. For many reasons, descriptions tenu to
be more useful as research data when they are, or can be, expressed
in quantitative terms. 'l'o the extent that w succeed in making our
descriptions quantitative and precise, we become involved in measure-
ment,

Most people, wher they think of measurement, think only in terms If
paper-and-pencil tests, Although, such tests are an important facet
of measurement in ednetion, (11C 71 5111:L11-A.11i 1/171011eF,. far more than
testing, In conducting descriptive research, a hAsic requirement
the devolopme,it of adequate procedures for uhserving and <luso ribin
behavior, Such descriptions of beh,--Ivior may bL? considered measure
n.ents --sometimes crude and always imperfect, to be sure, but
measurements nevertheless. It seems appropriate therefore to con-
sider, sonic fundament concepts related to measur.nient

Fundamental Concepts of Measuren,ent

ten initial requirement in all ineasurc-Inent is defining tie! attribut.i or
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property to be measured. If a property or attribute can be defined
unambiguously, it can be measuredat least in principle. Notice that
we do not directly measure a person or object. Instead, we measure
certain properties or attributes of persons or objects. We measure
the weight of a box, the height of a building, or the area of a field, Or
we measure the intelligence of a child, the emotional climate of a
classroom, or the creativity in a work of art.

In many instances, particularly when we are dealing with simple
physical attributes, the meaning of the terms we use appears self-
evident. We don't typically see any need to define what we mean by
weight, height, or area. But when we want to study attributes that
are of educational or psychological interest, we encounter d finitional
problems almost immediately. Psychologists - even after years of
study - cannot agree on definitions for intelligence, emotional climate,
or creativity.

You may have nJti.ced that when you try to isolate ,nd describe some
interesting characteristics of drawings or paintings, the task presents
certain problems. Many of these problems are directly related to the
terms you use to describe the drawings - terms such as balance,
tension, texture, Ilaytl-un, etc. The referents for these terms are not
obvious. The attributes of the drawings to which these tern-is refer
are not immediately apparent. Often you may find yourself challenged
by your colleagues to define your terms. And often your definitions
are :lot accepted by other members in your group. To the extent that
you cannot specify clearly what you mean by the attribute-terms you
use, it is a fundamental stumbling block in your efforts to do descrip-
tive research.

I said ea slier that descriptions are most likely to provide scientifically
useful data when they are based on t,ystematic observational procedures
and Ere expressed in reasonably precise and quantitative form. Insofar
as re ale alde to describe pei .,ons, objects, or events in this way, we
are engaged in measurement.

Scientists have somewhat different conceptions of what measurement
is, but among all of these varying conceptions there is a common
idea. Measurement is the assignment of numbers to persons, objects,
or events in accordance with certain rules. Whenever you have a rule-
or a set of rules - that you can employ in assigning numbers f,-) the
phenomena you are observing, you are measuring.

The rules scientists use to n .yure vary, and this variaion leads to
the important concept of scales of measurement. Consider for the
moment ;one of the familiar properties of numbers, Numbers can
express equivalence or difference.. Thus, 1 is the same as 1, but
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different from 2. Numbers can express order of magnitude. Thus, 1

is less than (or comes before) 2, and 2 in turn is less than (or comes
before) 3. Numbers can express -quality of differerc.es. Thus, 80 is
as much greater tt-an 70 as 70 is greater than 60. Finally, numbers
can express equality of ratios. Thus, 80 is twice as large as 40 and
40 is twice as large as 20.

Each of these conventional properities of our number system has a
parallel in the scales of measurement we are going to discuss. And
the exact nature of this parallel depends upon the rules we employ
when we assign a number to a person, object, or event we are trying
to measure.

Nominal Scales

Consider the simplest situation. As an example, we assign a group of
persons to two categories, "Male" and "Female" and we call the males
"0" and the females "1", The rule for assigning numbers here is
clearly a very simple one. Each person can be unambiguously assigned
to either the "0" group or the "1" group depending upon a particular
property he (or she) possesses - namely his (or her) sex. All of the
0's are equivalent to one another with regard to this p:,fticular
attribute, and all of the l's are also equivalent to one another with
regard to this particular attribute. But none of the 0's are equivalent
to any of the with regard to this particular attribute.

I could give many more examples of this type of measurement. We
might, for instance, classify paintings into categories such as "oils,"
"watercolo:.-s," and "pastels'' ind use the numbers up; azo. and "3 " --
or any other three different numbers - -to designate the categories. Or
we might zlassify school:, into the categories, "Public'', Privatc-
Parochial", and ''Private-Nonparochial." Once again we could use
three different numbers to designate the categories. In each of these
examples it is easy to recognize the attribute we are trying to
measurt , and the rule we would use in assigning numbers to the
objectspaintings or schools - -being measured.

It may have occurred to you that this process doesn't really resemble
measurement as we usually think of it. If this is your reaction, you
are in distinguished company. Many scientists are also unprepared to
call this use of n nbers measurement. However, it is frequently
referred to s a nominal scale, and I think it is useful to discuss it,
although whether it should be considered measurement is debatable.

The numbers in a nominal scale simply indicate that two objects are
equivalent or not equivalent in some respectand nothing more. The
distinguishing feature of a nominal seale, as you have probably
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noticed, is the use of numbers as substitutes for verbal labels. Num-
bers used this way must be interpreted very cautiously. For example,
the numbers that appLar on the backs of football players constitute a
nominal scale, We can be sure that "25" is a particular player with a
particular name. In the same way, "E"0" is another, different player
with a different na-ne, The two men are different and they have
different numbers as they should on a nominal scale, But notice that
we can say nothing about the two menother than that they are dif-
ferentby examining the order of the two numbers of the difference
between them.

Ordinal Scales

Often we can recognize not only that objects are equivalent or not
equivalent to one another; we can also recognize that they can be
ordered or ranked in some way. Thus we may observe five different
art lessons and feel that we can order them on a characteristic such
as, "Structure." We would assign a rank of "1" to the lesson that was
most structured, a rank of "2." to the lesson that was next highest in
structure, and so forth. This procedure for assigning numbers in-
volves a different rule from the one that defined a nominal scale. Here
we can discriminate order, not only difference. In effect, we are
saying the event to which I assign -a is not only different fromit
i.; also higher than - -the event to which I assign a "'2.", A scale produced
in this way is called an r -dinal scale.

Ordinal scales are very common in every day life. When a movie
reviewer describes a picture as a "3 -star" picture and another as a
"4-star" picture, he is using an ordinal scale, His use of the scale
implies that any movie called a "4-star" picture is better than any
picture called "3-star." Thus, the movies are being ranked or ordered.

Ordinal scales are also very common in educational and psychological
work. The conventional letter grades, "A", "B", "C", "B" and "F"
with which we assess academic performance non5titute an ordinal
scale. The scale implies that any student who receives an "A" in a
particular course is a better student in that course than any student
who receives a "B" and so forth. Though we use letters in assigning
grades, we could as easily use numbers such Lcs "1", "1",
and "0" -- and this, of course, is exactly what we d...) when we com-
pute a grade-point average.

Probably the most common exams i?.s of ordinal scales in educational
and psychological work are the ubiquitous rating scales with which we
try to measure everything from teacher effectiveness to pupil pe-:son-
ality. Usually these scales have five stepssometimes ens. or two
more or less--with all of the step= decribed so that they fall in.o a
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clear order. Thus, I could develop a scale to rat? teacher-pupii
rapport in the classroom which might look something like this:

Teacher"apil Rapport

1, Teacher and pupils work together in complete
harmony; there is no evidence of any tension.

2. Teacher and pulls work together in good
harmony; there is little evidence of any tension.

3, Teacher and pupils work together in fair har-
mony; there is some evidence of tension,

4, Teacher and pupils do not work together in
harmony; there is much evidence of tension.'

5, Teacher and pupils are in obvious disharmony;
there is evidence of .ilmost constant tension.

This scale would clearly be an ordinal scale. You should recognize
that none of the distinctions among the five steps in this rating scale
indicates how much better the rapport is in one class than another.
You can say that in a class rated "2" he rapport is better (or should
be if the rating is accurate) than in a class rated "3". But you can-
not say that it is as much better as a class rated "3" is better than a
class rated ''4''.

Interval Scales

For some problems you must be able to show that equal diffeences in
the magnitude of the events being measured are associated with equal
intervals between the numbers assigned to thes'; events. Thus, you
must show, for example, that if you measure three everts and they a re
assigned the numbers "15", "10 ", and "5" then the difference between
15" and "10" is the same as the difference between "10" and "5". In

effect, you must be able to shc.y.v that a 5-point difference represents
the same thing everywhere on the scale,

When condition prevaili:, we are using numl-, rs to indicate more
than order. If we have demonstrated equal:ty of intervals, we call the
measure-nent proceclur,,, and into yal sc-1e. A familiar everyday ex-
ample of such a scale is the Fahrenheit scale for measuring temper-
ature. The difference between 20 Far.71 30 1" is the some difference
in temperature as that between 40 F and 50 F or 60 F and 70 F.

There are not too many characteristics of educational or psychological
interest that we typically measure ..sing interval scales. Consider
intelligence as an example. It is frequently asstned that the IQ scale
is an ir.terval scale, but is that so? Is the difference between an IQ
of 90 and 100 tha same difierence in it telligence as that between 60
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and 70 or 140 and 150? Does a difference of 10 points have the same
meaning, as a difference in intelligence, at all points on the scale?
We often assume that it does, but that is only an assumption. Even
when intelligence test data are converted to normalized standard
scores, it is an assumptionnet a demonstrated fact --that equal dif-
ferences in standard score iQ's correspond to eqal differences in
intelligence.

Recall the discussion by Dr. Harris of the procedure we used to study
the drawings of prospective teachers who were asked to "draw a
picture of a teacher with a etas.." (16) We developed scales to
measure in the drawings such characteristics as "Relative Teacher
Emphasis," "Psychological Distance," "Teacher Initiative," " rradi-
tionalism in Classroom Arrangement." and "Artistic Quality." Each
of these scales is defined by a set of five sample drawings numbered
from "0'1 to "4". In selecting the sample drawings we went to a great
deal of trouble to select drawings that were equally distant from one
another on the attributes being measured. We did this because we
were interested in measuring the five attributes on interval scales.
We could, of course, have developed ordinal scale. with very little
difficulty. We made an additional effort to develop interval scales
because such scales, when they can be developed, permit more percise
me:isurement and the use of more powerful statistical methods in 'fl:ta

analysis.

Ratio Scales

There is a final type of measurement scale called the ratio scale.
Certain events occur which match the number system not only in terms
of increasing order and equivalence of intervals, but also in terms of
the existence of a meaningful zero point. When a meaningful zero
point exists in some attribute--we often say a true zero point--then it
is possible to discuss ratios meaningfully. It is possible to say that A
is twice, or one-half of, B on the attribute being measured.

The most familiar examples of ratio scales are the scales we use to
measure such physical properties as length and weight. A string 5
inches long is exactly onn-half as long as one that is 10 inches long.
A box that weighs 20 poun,'s is twice as heavy as one that weights 10
pounds. W e can make these statements meaningfully because in each
case a unique and meaningful zero point exists, If we return to our
earlier example, of the Fahrenheit temperature scale, you will note
the importance of the requirement of an unique or true zero point on
the scale. The Fahrenheit scale has a zero point; it happens to coin-
cide with the temperature at which water freezes. It is not a true or
unique zero, since there are clearly temperatures far below this
point--represented as negative va'nes. And for this reason it is not
a ratio scale.
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Ratio scales are rarely achieved in educational or psychological
measurement. Ccnsider intelligence once again as an example. Is
there any sense in which we can say th-e.c a person with an IQ of 150 is
twice as intelligent as one with an IQ of 75. We can, of course, say
that two boxes, each of which weighs 75 pounds, weigh together as
much as one box that weighs 150 pounds. But clearly two individuals
with JO's of 75 each cannot in any meaningful way be shown to be
equivalent to one individual with an 'Q of 150. The IQ scale may be an
interval scale, but it surely is not a ratio scale. There is no unique
and meaningful zero point in intelligence.

This, of course, is almost certain to apply to our efforts to measure
characteristics of ilajor concern to art educators, A meaningful
zero point in the measurement of creativity, for example, is, I think,
impossible to conceive. To the extent that I am right, it will not be
possible to develop a ratio scale to measure creativity. And a state-
ment such as "A is twice as creative as B'' will be meaningless.

Let me try now to summarize very briefly what I have been saying
abut scales of measurement. We defined measurement as the assign-
ment of numbers of persons, objects, or events in accordance with
certain rules, Dewnding upon the rules employer), we may measure
using a no,-iinal, ordinal, interal, o: ratio scale, In most of the
situations hi v,,nich yiu as art educators are likely to be measuring,
you will pr 3bably be using nominal or ordinal scales. In some cases
you may be working with interval scales, but that is not likely to be
very frequent. Except when you measure a painting's size or the
weight of a piece cf sculpture, you will not have many occasions to
employ ratio scales in your descriptive reseaich.

Errors in Measurement

I..2t us assume now that you have a measurement procedure. Perhaps
you are measuring aspects of behavior in the classroom or some impor-
tant characteristics of children's art products. One of the problems
you encounter almost immediately is the measurements are not
Completely accurate or depondable; they are subject to what is called
error. We have to spend some time discussing error, because the
presence of error in measurement means that scores are not, and
cannot be, completely reliable.

We begin then with Ur: recognition that no measurement is perfect;
all measurement contains error. And this is true of all measure-
ments -- in the physical sciences as well as the behavioral sciences.
Fortunately for physical scientists, the magnitudes that they are
usually dealing with are very large relative to the errors of measure-
ment. Since the error sizes are typ:i:ally relatively small and the
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magnitudes they are trying to discriminate are relatively large, the
physical scientist can usually measure with a great deal of confidence.
In psychology and education, the situation is very different. We are
often trying to measure small differences in some attribute, but the
measurement errors are re latively large. As a consequence when we
detect a difference in oar measurements we often cannot be sure if it
reflects a true difference between the objects being measured or is due
to error.

In developing a measurement procedure, one of the first and most im-
portant tasks you face is reducing the size of the errors of measure-
ment as much as possible. To the extent that errors are very
prominent in your measurements, they will 110t and cannot -- relate
to anything. Research based on measurement procedures that are
unreliable -- that is, subject to large -rrors -- is doomed to fail. So
you must try to keep error of measurement as small as possible. To
do this you must und,'rstand what error is and how it gets into measure-
ments.

Systematic Errors

As an aid to this discussion, I am going to make a distinction between
systematic and random errors. Let me discuss systematic errors
first. Systematic errors occur whenever you. are measuring, and the
nu,nbers you assign to certain persons, objects, or ,vents are system-
atically either too high or too low. This could happen for many reasons
and in many different wa.ys. Suppose I am trying to measare the intel-
ligence of everyone in this room. I do riot have an intelligence test; all
I have as raw data are my observations of your behavior. So probably
I would have to rate your intelligence on the basis of these observations.
Let's say that I had a rating scale, an ordinal scale with five steps.
Suppose further that the nature of my measuring process is such that I
tend to think of men as more intelligent than worneli, For the men, I
tend tc resolve all of my doubts in favor of assigning higher ratings;
for the women, I tend to resolve all of my doubts in favor of lower
ratings. That f.s a systematic tendency on my part to raft men too
high and women too low. On the pet fectly reasonable assumption that
intelligence is o.istributed equally between the sexes, any tendency on
my part to judge men hither than women is a systematic error. The
effect of this e -ror on my measuiements is highly predictable once you
know the natur,.: of my uias.

Suppose, as a further example, you wanted to measure the exte,,t to
which a group of teachers were able to establish rapport with pupils.
You might ask the principals of these teachers to rate them on this
characteristic. It is highly likely that the principals' ratings would
not be pure measures of rapport. The principals, being human, would
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very likely give higher ratings to teachers whom they found highly
cooperative and lower ratings to teachers whom they found highly un-
c:operative. This, of course, is a systematic error. The teachers'
scores on rapport are being systematically elevated and depressed by
a factor that is unrelated to what you are trying to measure.

In developing a measurement procedure it is important to anticipate the
systematic errors that arc likely to be operative so that thei :. influence
can be reduced. For example, s-ippose you were doing a study involv-
ing observations of teachers in the classroom. H one of your observers
tended to rate the pretty teachers higher than the not-so-pretty teacher;
he would be introducing a systematic error into your measurements, on
the as umptio.t that you were not trying to measure prettiness. Once
you discovered this, you would have to do something about it. You
would eithe,. re-train this observer or drop him from your study.

To pursue this example further, suppose the bias of this observer was
very strong. Let's say that every time ha observes a pretty teacher he
rates her "5" and every time he observes a homely teacher he rates
her "I". If this were the case, you could never discover anything about
the classroom bJiavio of the teachers, because their scores were
totally determined ty the observer's bias. The systematic error is so
large in this case that it completely overwhelms the property you are
trying to measure. This, of course, rarely takes place, and when it
does it is very easy to detect. What is more common is for much
smaller error tendencies to operate. Though smaller, such erroi-
tendencies can nevertheless be large enough to reduce markedly the
accuracy of your measurements.

Another example of systematic error is something that occurs it, a
quite different context, and that is when people report -- through
questionnaires or intervi2ws ,heir attitudes or feelings. In such
situations, it is common for individuals to distort their responses in
order to create a favorable impression. For example, suppose you
were giving a personality inventory to a group of individuals, all of
whom were applying for a job as a salesman for a life insurance
company, and you had questions on the inventory like: ''Do you enjoy
talking to people?" and "Do you feel comfortable when you're tryln.;
to influence somebody to make a decision?" Now consider an1

applicant for a position as life insurance alesman. How wilt he re-
spond to questions like these? He will almost certainly answer "yes,"
whether or not he feels that way. His scores are therefore going to
he systematically distorted in the direction of appearing more like a
life insurance salesman than would proba5ly be the case if he were not
taking the test for that purpose.

The same thing can happen in a research study with teachers, If you
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give teachers personality or attitude inventories to fill out, they are
almost always going to try to put their best foot forward. We worked
some years ago with a test called the Minnesota 'Teacher Attitude
Inventory. It's a test that has statements like, "Most children are
obedient." The response options are "Strongly Agree," "Agree,"
"Uncertain," "Disagree," dna -St rcngly " T110 re a .re 150
statements with five possible responses to each statement. In one
study we gave this test to prospetive teachers acid then collected their
test papers. Then we gave the test once again, but the second nine we
said, "Now take it and try to gc,t the highest possible score." When we
compared the scores on the second testing with the first, we didn't find
that there was much difference. As a matter of fact, there was almost
no difference whatsoever. This makes you feel that the first time the
prospective teachers took the test, they were trying to get the highest
possible score, in effect, they were faking a good performance --
distorting their "true" attitudes in order to earn as high a score as
they could. 'Ids, of course, is a type of systematic err)r.

Suppose you cvant to observe and measure curtain aspects of the typical
classroom behavior of teachers. YOU might make it a practice to
advise teachers well in adv;,nce of your visit of your desire to observe
them at: a particular time. This beerns like an appropriately courteous
action on your part, but it is likely to mean that the behavior you
observe will, to some unknown extent, not be typh-al. It will almost
certainly be systematically modified by the teacher in order to create
a good impression. The teacher exhibits her best behavior which :nay
or may not be typical of her.

I noted earlier that rating scales are widely employed measurement
clev;ces in educational and psychological work. Though very popular
ratings do not typically yield very satisfactory measurements. Parr of
the aifficulty is that they are subject to at least two types Os systematic
errors.

tine of thes; is generosity error, that is the tendency of raters to
give ratings that are too favorable. Plincipals tend to rate their
teachers r r "Excellent' of "Very mood." Only the most trouble-
some or inadequate receive luw ratings. Such ratings are of little
value sine they do not discriminate effectively among the individuals
being rated. In general, genero'l:y error is likely to be very promin-
ent whenever supervisors rate suoordinates. And this suggest., in
part, why ratings are too generous. The supervisor is iikely to feel a
greater loyalt: to those with v.'horn he works -- no matter how inade-
quate they may be -- than he does to those who are requiring him to
make the ratings.

The other type of systematic error ratings is called the halo affect.
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To understand this type of error you must recognize that usually when
ratings are employed, the rater is expected to rate individuals on
several separate traits. The person who wants the ratings hopes to
get several, relatively independent pieces of information about each
ratee, And that is the reason for the use of several rating scales. In
practice, however, raters tend to be strongly influenced in assigning
their ratings by the general, overall impression they have of each man.
Thus, the rater does not usually make the careful discriminations
implied by the necessity to rate a number of specific traits. Instead,
the ratings of these specific traits tend to reflect the rater's general
opinion of the individual's merit or worth. The halo effect means that
ratings of specific traits are underdifferentiated -- or, to put it an-
other way, too highly correlated with one another. In any event, the
effect of this error is systematically to obscure the pattern of traits
within the individuals being rated,

Random Errors

I could continue discussing sources of systemacic error, but it scents
appropriate to consider briefly the other typo of error -- random error.
You can recognize the difference between what I am calling systematic
and random error by noting that systematic error produces a predictable
effe( t whereas random error does not. The biases that are lumped to-
gether and referred to as systematic error have a predictable tendency
to elevate scores in some cases and depress them in other cases.
Generosity error, for example, tends to produce scores that arc too
high.

Random error is inherently unpredictable. It occurs because of a
myriad number of influences most of which are so poorly understood
that we often say that random error is due to chance factors. We in-
voke chance to "explain" random errors of measurement because in a
fundamental sense it really cannot be explained.

It is important co recognize, however, that random errors will have
unpredictable effects, sometimes elevating, sometimes depressing
scores. Thus an obtained score, derived from some measurement
procedure, is distorted in sonic unknown way by random errors of
measurement which cause it -- in an inherently unpredictable manner--
to be either too high or too low.

We can illustrate some of these rather abstract concepts by reference
to a hypothetical example. Suppose I am interested in measuring the
effectiveness with which a group of art teachers conduct their art
classes. As part of this effort, I visit Miss Suzy Jones on April 20 at
9 A. M. for 30 minutes. At the end of my 30-minute visit, I give
Miss Jones a rating and this rating 2 epresents her score as far as my
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investigation is concerned. Yon can assume that the other art teachers
are measured in the same way.

It is probably very clear to you that this method for
teacher's effectiveness leaves a great deal to be Our
measurement of Miss Jories;, and the other teacLers, is derived front
a single observation, We knee.- nothing about how typically Miss Jones
behaved on that particular occasion, Specifically, how can we be sure
that Miss Jones was not atypically exciting or dull on that day? Since
the observation was taken it 9 A.M. .ve may assume that Miss Jones
is not a better, or worse, teacher in the morning than in the afternoon,
but do we know this? And since the observation was terminated at the
end of 30 minutk,s, we are probably assuming that this is au adequate
sample of Miss Jones' behavior, But Miss Jones may be one of those
teachers who gets better, or worse, as a lesson continues. Finally,
how shall we interpret the use of a single observer to visit Miss Jones
and the other art teachers? is the definition of "effectiveness" in art
teaching so unambiguous that competent observers will always agree on
the score that each teacher should receive?

The questions I have been hosing suggest the sources of random ertors
of measurement. Behavior is unstable; it changes fiorn one situation

occasion to another, The measurement standards of different
observer.: are not uniform; they vary from one observer to another,
This means that a score based on a single observation by one observer
is not very trustworthy. You cannot depend upon it to reflect the tune
status of the indivilial observed,

This concept of "true" status requires some examination, Let's go
back to Miss Jones and the other art teachers. We were trying to
measure their effectiveness, but what does that mean? Without try-
ing to define "effectiveness" it should be clear that we are trying to
measure a general property of each teacher's behavior, How any
specific teacher functioned on any particular occasion - as observed by
a particular observer - is of no great consequence, since we are inter-
ested in general behavioral properties, not specific events. Each
teacher's "true" effectiveness could be thought of as an average of her
behavior across all possible occasions as ohsc :.ved by all pea sible,
competent ooservers, Clearly, to measure true effectiveness, con-
ceiveci of in this way, is an impossibility. But how can we apprc,ximate
it? it should be obvious that we need many observations by several
observers,

This then is the principal way in which. v:e reduce random errors of
measurement -- by taking a larger numb.?.r of observations. This is a
highly generalizable principle; it applies to paper-and-pencil tests as
well as observational measures, ;',H other things ben.g equal, a
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lorrler test is more reliable than a shorter test. Adding t,;st items
rer aces the relative contribution of random errors of measurer ont to

I', the same way, a measure; of an art teacher's
.ectivc nest b co nes more as 't is based on number

of observations

This may be an appropriate point to conclude our discHlisi, of mea::,,Lr,:-
ment. I hope that it is clear that my comments were quit -,-ncral, and
deliberately so. Measurement can be a very technical :a and to o

much beyond my very general remarks will almost nit-, ly invol,:c tech-
nical concepts of increasing complexity. For example, we c nnot
explore such concepts as validity or reliability without s,)me ,t,Ltisticd1
understandings. The going gets rougher as you confirm,. I hope., how-
ever, that I have encouraged you to see measurement Li,: eoH.prelwnsiv,,
and interesting, and that you will continue beyond this 1,.Lnt,
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Postscript

The preceding pages hive presented the major content that was the
focus for the three days of each of the Research Training InstiUtes on
Descriptive Research. The purpose of the publication is similar to
that of the Institutes, that is, to inform end to encourage participants
(readers) to get involved with research methods in their own situation.

With all good intentions, those who have little or no previous back-
ground in research methods, may still face, with sonic. puzzlement,
the question, "Where do I start?" At the risk of oversimplification,
the following may be a way to begin. This is learning exercise,
similar to one that was used on the first cloy of the Institutes.

1. Collect a small number of drawings from your class (or someone
else's), at lc 051 10 but not more thin 20, to start with. Work
done on trio same size paper will be inure convenient.

2. Lay them on the floor or pin them on the wall, in any arrange-
ment where you can look over all the work with ease.

3. You are now ready to make your first observations. With pencil
and paper in hand, -look over all the drawings carefully and begin
to list the attributes (charantelistics) that are present in some or
all of the drawings. For exal :pie you may note such attributes
as: subject matter differen sonic used shading, others did
not; all had shapes but some had more than others, and so forth.
A note of caution is important as you proceed. We are concerned
at this point only with what we can observe. You may be tempted
to include inferences, such as "Soule students didn't their
work." This, of course, is an inference you have made from
something you have observed 1),,t is not the direct observation it-
self. As you continue, it is likely that you will find that the task
becomes more involved than you Lad anticipated, as you mov,:
fro n r hhple to more complex phenomena. For example, in your
first observations you may have noted that all the works had lines
in them and that some had more lines than others. As you pro-
ceed you may decide tIr t having few or many lines seems less
important than the qualities of lines, and you will begin to note
line characteristics such as staight or c ,rved, light or dark,
thick or thin.
After you have listed 5 or 6 ,attributes, it will be Wise to test
these by sorting the drawings according to each of the attributes.
You may scparat- all of the Ola,vings that have shading from
those that do not, At this pH -t you may feel disturbed tho.t there
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is so much variety in the pile of drawings with shading; some
have very little compared to others. In trying to separate them
according to the amount of shading -- you may find yourself
thinking in terms of: none; a little bit; a lot; al'. shaded. In do-
ing so you have developed an ordinal scale that can be used for
measuring the amount of ''shading'' that is observable in the
drawings.

5. As the number of attributes increases, you are likely to en-
counter a certain amount of overlapping of terms. For instance,
you may find that a "light line'' may refer to one that is "thin",
one that is "light in value", or a combinaCion of thcse. In order
to be more specific you will need to define your terms in order
to clarify their meaning. If you decide that a "light line" a line
that is light in value, your descriptions can become more precise
since you can now refer to "light ti.in lines" or "light thick lines".

5. Eventually you will realize that the task seems unending and
decide to stop. The exercise is in theory an endless one increas-
ing in precision as you discover attributes in the fine detail of the
drawings and define your terms. Having read this far, you may
decide not to try this exercise at all, since you have just read
about it. However, do not jump to this conclusion too quickly;
reading about it is no substitute for the experience of doing it.
This opportunity to test your own perceptions in discovering at-
tributes, practice in clarifying meanings, and developing rating
scales will pay dividends when you begin working on specific
problems. The section by Dr. Harris on "identifying a Research-
able Problem" will help you take the next step and you are on yol..r
way toward getting involved with research methods.

Descriptive research is that category of research that attempts to de-
scrib:? ''the way it is" with more precision and accuracy than one can
obtain through casual observation. It is easy to say that each -hild'H
drawing is a unique expression, but by the recording and illalyzing of
care .._il systematic observations of children's drawings we can begin
to s.,rt out what similarities end differences exist. When we have done
this, we can begin to verify and give more specific mf,.,:ng to the
assumption we have expressed. However, in compa-,,on to pa
history , "the way it is" today may be only a tc:rnpor ry conditien bc -
cause of the rapid changes that a. re taking place throi,ghout all facets oi
our society.

The need for ongoing descriptive research has rover been more critical
than it is at this time, Anyone who has been iuvolved %vitt) public
education for the past decade s well aware that the youth of today are
quite different from those in school during the 1950's. But when we
begin to discuss ''how" they are different, we rely on imperfect mem-
ories and describe in vague generalit. s. Changes in :irt programs
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and the development and inclusion of new art materials and new art
forms is on record. Knowledge of changes in students and their effects
on behavior in art remain speculative since v2 have little document-
ation in this respect to make comparisons.

No research of any kind will provide the answers to the "ought" ques-
tions that we face every day. What curriculum changes "ought" we to
be making to keep up with times? What knowledge "ought" students to
be learning in order to cope with the problems of the future? What
criteria "ought" we to use to evaluate studeats? The answers do not
lie in the findings of research studies, but a backlog of descriptive
materials about students and student behavior in art can be analyzed
for changes and developmental trends that ean help provide a basis for
making,, more intelligent decisions concerning these kinds of questions.
Without more reliable information we are left to rely on the fads and
fashions of educational innovation.

Art educators trained in research methods are relatively few, and
their combined number can not provide the descriptive data that is
needed. We can only hope that more interest and active involverc-nt in
gathering descriptive material will conic from teachers and sup -

visors working in the schools and colleges.
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APPENDIX A

Selected References Recommended
for those Interested in Descriptive Research

J Jurnals

American Journal of Art Therapy. (Formerly, The Bulletin of Art
Therapy). (4 times a year). 6010 Broad Branch Rd., N.W., Washing-
ton, D.C. 20015. (Subscription $5. 00 a year).

Journal of Aesthetic Education. (4 times a year). University of Illinois
Press, 1002 W. Green St., Urbana, Illinois 61801. ($7. 50 a year).

Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism. Published quarterly by the
American Society for Aesthetics at Wayne State University: College of
Liberal Arts and University Press, and The Cleveland M,tseum of Art,
Mt. Royal and Guilford Avenues, Baltimore, Maryland 21202.

Journal of Creative Behavior. (4 times a year). Creative education
Foundation, State University College at Buffalo, 1300 Elmwood Ave.,
Buffalo, N. Y. 142,?,2. ($8. 00 a year).

Review of Educational Research. (Now published 5 times a year).
American Research Education, 1126 16th St., N.W., Washington, D.C.
20036, This journal cyclically (3 year cycles) reviews fields and re-
search topics. Last reference on Art Education: Vol. XXXVII, No, 2,
1967.

Studies in Art Education. A journal of issues and Research .;.ri Art
Education. (3 times a year - Fall, Winter & Spring). 1201 16th St.,
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036. ($5.00 a year, or as part of the
comprehensive membership, along with one gift new publication, a
$20,00 membership).

Books and Reviews

A Seminar in Art Education for Research and CurYiculurn Development.
E. L. Mai;il, ed. C, R. P. No V-002, University Park: The Pennsyl-
vania State University; 1966.
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Arts and Humanities Educational Research Projects. U. S. Depart-
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare. Office of Education, Bureau
of Research, Arts and Humanities Program, Washington, D.C., 20202;
July 15, 1969.

Bloom, et. al. Taxonomy of Educational Objectives. Handbook I: Cog-
nitive Domain (1956), Handbook II: Affective Domain (1964).

Crenbach, L. 3. Essentials of Psychological Testing. Harper; 3rd, ed.;
1969.

Dissertation Abstracts. Ann Arbor, Michigan: Unive nifty Microfilms.
(Title varies: 1938-1951, Microfilm Abstracts; 1952 to present, Dis-
sertation Abstracts).

Encyclopedia of Ed. Res. Robert L. Ebel, ed. New York: MacMillan;
1969. Also see: Encyclopedia of Ed. Res. Chester W. Harris, ed.;
1960,

Gage, N. L. Handbook of Research on Teaching. Chicago: and
McNally; 1963. (Now being revised.)

Games, P. A. and Klaire, George R. Elementary Statistics. McGraw-
Hill; 1967.

Harris, Dale B. Children's Drawings as Measures of Intellectual
Maturity. Harcourt, Brace, World; 1963.

Kerlinger, Fred. Foundations of Behavioral Research. Holt, Rinehart
and Winston; 1964.

Lanier, Vincent. Doctoral Research in Art Ed.t,:ation. University of
Southern California; 1962. (updated with later ..pplements).
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DAY ONE

8:00 - 9:00 AM

9:00 AM

10:30 - 12 Noon

APPENDIX B

PRECONFERENCE PROGRAM*

Researcl. Training Institutes for
Descriptive Research

Registration

FIRST SESSION - LARGE GROUP
Welcome
Introduction of Staff
Program Orientation
P-e -Test

SECOND SESSION - LARGE Gi-OUP
Lecture and Discussion (parts of 1 & 11)
Drawing problem for participants

12 Noon 1:30 PM Lunch

1.:30 - 3:00 PM

3:00 - 5:50 PM

THIRD SESSION - SMALL GROUPS
Using Drawings: Identify criteria, define
critera, develop simple scales of vari-
ables.

FOURTH SESSION - LARGE GROUPS
Lecture and discussion (parts 1 & 111
Small Group reports on work
Questions
Evaluator's comments on events of Day One

This is a resume of the programs with brief descriptions of the con-
tents -)f each session. The information in the parentheses refers to
the parts of this publication that were used in the lectures.
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DAY TWO

9:00 - 9:45 AM FIFTH SESSION - LARGE GROUP
Lecture and Discussion (part of IV)

9:45 - H:00 AM SIXTH SESSION - SMALL GROUPS
Work on problem selection and refining it

11:00 - 12:30 SEVENTH SESSION - LARGE GROUP
Lecture and. Discussion (Remainder of IV
and part V)

12:30 - 2:00 PM Lunch

2:00 - 4:00 PM

4:00 - 5:30 PM

DAY THREE

9:00 - 10:30 AM

10:00 - 12 Noon

12:00 - 1:30 PM

1:30 - 3:00 PM

3:00 - 5:00 PM

EIGHTH SESSION - SMALL GROUPS
Continue refining researchable problem
and begin development of measucing
instruments where appropriate.

NINTH SESSION - LARGE GROUP
Lecture and Discust,:on (remainder of V)
Discussion of problems encountered in
small groups
Questions
Evaluato .'s comments on Day Two

TENTH SESSION - LARGE GROUP
Lecture and Discussion (111)

ELEVENTH SESSION - LARGE GROUP
Questions and discussion of problems

Lunch

TWELFTH CESSION - SMALL GROUPS
Final work session. Preparing final form
of research problem, design, and measur-
ing instruments.

TP'RTEENTH SESSION - LARGE GROUP
Post-Test
Reports on work from small groups
Final questions and discussion
Evaluator's comments
Fa rewell

32
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APPENCIX C

EVALUATION REPORT

Prepared by William Rabinowitz

1970 NAEA

Preconference Educational Research Training Program

In Art Education

1. Evaluation Planning

The 1970 NAEA Preconference Educational Research Training Program
consisted of our sessions as follows:

March 7-9, 1970/.Sheraton Hotel/ Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
(NAEA Eastern Regional Conference)

Mari 19-21, 1970/ Sheraton-Schroeder Hotel/ Milwdukoc,
Wisconsin (NAEA Westein Regional Conference)

April 12-14, 1970/ John Marshall Hotel/ Richmond, Virginia
(NAEA Southeastern Regional Conference)

April 23-25, 1970/ Hilton Hotel/ Portland, Oregon
(NAEA Pacific Regional Conference)

Each of these sessions preceded the regularly scheduled regional meet-
ing of the NAEA.

A decision concerning the U. S. Office of Education's willingness to
sponsor the program was communicated shortly before the Philadelphia
session was scheduled to begin. There was therefore little time
available in which to plan a systematic and thorough evaluation. Never-
theless, it was possible for me-nbers of the planning committee
(Drs. G. Kens ler, D. B. Harris, E. Matti', S. Madeja, and J. Mahlmann)
to meet on February 27, 1970, and to plan details of the program includ-
ing aspects of the evaluation.

It was agreed that the forrnal eval Ztion would consist of a multiple choice
90
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objective test (to measure student comprehension of basic principles of
descriptive research) and a questionnaire (to measure student reactions
to various facets of the organization, presentation, and content of the
program). Preparation of these instruments was to be the responsibil-
ity of the Program Evaluator, Dr. W. Rabinowitz.

In preparing the objective test, the Evaluator worked closely with the
Research Specialist, Dr. D. B. Harris. Since Dr. Harris had prima :-y
responsibility for conducting the large-group lecture sessions during;
the program, it was important that the test cover the same material he
planned to present. Although the "fit" between Dr. Harris' Instruction
and the objective test was reasonably close, it was not possible in the
limited time available to construct a test that perfectly reflected the
concepts presented in the program.

In preparing the questionnaire, the Evaluator worked closely with the
Project Director, Dr. G. Kens ler, and Dr. J. Mahltnann of NAEA.
Since Drs. Kens ler and Mahlmann were primarily responsible tor the
planning and administration of the program, it was important that the
questionnaire cover aspects of the program in which they were especially
interested.

Copies of the objective test and questionnaire used as evaluation instru-
ments -tre appended to this repi)rt.

Evaluation Activities-------------
Each preconference prograin consisted of three days of instruction and
discussion. During the first meeting of the participants, immediately
following some brief words of welcome and introduction, the objective
test was administered. All copies of the test and answer sheets were
collected and scored at this time The objective test was administered
Once again d-iring the afternoon of the final day of the conference. An-
swer sheets were collected, but participants, at this time., were per-
mitted to retain copies of the tests and were given an answer key. The
questionnaires were also administered during the afternoon of the final
day of the conference.

In addition to administering the test and questionnaire, the Evaluator
functioned as an observer of the lecture and small -group sessions.
During "breaks" the Evaluator discussed aspects of the program with
staff and participants. At the end of each day, during a brief session,
the Evaluator reported informally to staff and participants on a variety
of matters of concern. These fnedback sessions included, for example,
di cussions of the test results, a rcas of special concern among partici-
pants, similarities and differences in the activities of small groups,
etc.
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1 1 1 . Evaluation Results

The evaluation results will be discussed separately for the objective
test and the questionnaire.

Objective Test

The objective test was administered as both a pretest and post test,
making it possible to assess directly the gain of each participant. The
results at the four preconference sessions did not differ significantly
from one another, and they have therefore been combined. Based on a
total of 89 participants, for whom both pre- and pest test data were
available, the following results were obtained:

Mean Standard Deviation

Pretest 22. 9

Post Test 27.3 3.6

Thr mean gain of +4.4 points is significant at the .01 level (t = 10.82,
d. 1. = 88).

Although the gain was statistically significant, it was clearly not very
impressive. Almost all of the students showed s,,Ine gain in score (a
few gained more than 10 points), but many complained that the post
test did riot adequately feflect what they had learned during the precon-
ference sessions. In some instances, this was attributed to the imper-
fect correspondence between the test and the content of the instruction;
in other instances, it was attributed to difficulties with the multiple -
choice format. It seems highly likely that, although the test provided
evidence of significant, relevant learning, it did not reveal the lull
extent to which this learning occurred during the program.

Questionnaire

Completed questionnaires were available from 87 participants. As in
the case of the objective test, the results at the tour preconference
sessions dir; not differ significantly from one another, they have
therefore been combined. Thu responses of the participant:, are sum-
marized below for the e ght questionnaire items in v.'hicla a direct
tabulation of responae is possible.

1, How would you e aluate the organization of the program?
Percent

Excellent org,r,nization in clear and meaningful
sequence
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54 Gene rally well -organi zed
11 Adequately organize l 'Dut could have been better

0 Inadequately organized, too much confusion
0 Very disorganized, no apparent structure

2, How realistic and attainable vier .2 the objectives of the pro-
gram?
Pe rcent

17 Very realistic and easily attainable
49 Most of the objectives were clearly attainable
22 Many of the objectives were attainable, but some

were not
Most of the objectves were not attainable
The objectives of the program were clearly unreal-
istic

10 No response

To what extent did the program meet your prior expectations?
Pe rcent

21 The program exceeded my expectations
53 My ex.pectations we re generally veil -met
13 Th, program was 0, N, , but not all my expectations

We re met
10 1 expected more from the program than I obtained

0 The program completely failed to meet my expect-
ations

3 No response

4. To what extent did the program deal with questions and
problems that %re applicable to your needs?
Percent

34 The program was exceptionally %yell -related to my
needs

34 The program wa6 generally %vell-related to my needs
24 The program was .:CleCia-lte in terms of my needs

7 The program was only slightly related to my needs
0 The program was ..ompletely unrelated to my needs

Nr)

5. %.7as t _C1lgi ;1 of the 111 ppyopridt, ?
Percent

5 Considering .vliat was covered, the program was too
long

63 The length of the program was just right
30 Considering what was covered, the program was too

short
No response
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6. Was the difficulty level of the program appropriate?
Percent

6 Considering my background, the program was too
difficult

74 The difficulty level of the program was just r441-it
16 Considering by background, the program was too

easy
4 No response

7. In general, how would you evaluate the quality of the instruc-
tion?
Percent

55 Outstanding
37 Good

6 Satisfactory
1 Inadequate
0 Poor
1 No Response

8. Would you recommend that the NAEA continue to sponsor
research programs in the future?
Percent

99 Yes
I No

The questionnaire responses clearly indicate that in general, the
participant,7 were quite positive about their experience in the program.
More than 90 percent of the participants, for example, considered he
quality of the instruction "excellent" or "good", and almost 70 percent
felt that the program was well-related to their needs. The progran
was generally considered well- organized and appropr:ite in length and
difficulty level. Almost two-thirds of the participants described the
objectives of the program as clearly or easily attainable, and almost
three-fourths felt that their expectations were well-met or exceeded by
the program. Ninety-nine percent recommended that the NAEA con-
tinue to sponsor such programs in the future,

The questiennaire encouraged respondents to mike any relevant COM-
lrients concerning the program when they felt so inclin,:d. ;In examin-
ation of these comments is instructive. For example, a numl:er of
constructive criticisms were offered. Several participants felt the
need for a stronger orientation concerning the objectives and overall
purpose of the program. Some sug3este,. that the objectives should
have been "spelled out'' dur'ng the first session of the program: others
felt that a more detailed and explicit description of the program should
ha,e been distributed in advance. The small group sessions were, in
general, not evaluated as 1-ghly as the large group lectures. There
was a feeling, expressed by sonic ,articipants, that the purpose of the
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small group sessions was unclear, Others were Oisturbeo by what
they considered a lack of relationship between the lectures aid the
small group activities, As one participant nut it, We should have haci
more structure and direction from the leaders in the small groups, It
was hard to relate what we were doing to the concepts discussed in the
lectures."

Although most of the comments were implicitly or explicitly critical,
they did not significantly modify the general picture of satisfaction with
the program. Most of the participants would probably have agreed with
one who said, "My expectations were vague when I came, and I didn't
really kfow what to expect. I've not been disappointed, however, This
has been much better than previous seminars,"

9J
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APPENDIX D

FORMAL EVALUATION TEST TN KEY

1970 NAEA

Preconference Educational Research Training Program
In Art Education

Directions: Record your L.nswer on the.; separate answer sheet. Do not
que S

1. The first step in any research study is

a. selecting the statistical procedures that %yin be used.
b. choosing a good design.
c, selecting the perLons who will be studied,
d, specifying the question(s) to be answered.

L. In or(,er for a question or problem to provide a useful basis for re-
search, it must be

a. free from any implied value judgments.
b. stated in quantitative, rather than qualitative, form.
c, answerable througii some empirical procedure.
d. based on an explicit educational thenry.

3. Which of the following is most likely- to suit from formulating the
objectives of instruction in behavioral 'ms?

a. Students will Learn in a more icient manner,
b. Measures of student achieve:-.ent based on instructional

objectives will be. developed.
c, Subjective factors in the evaluation of the student will be

eliminated.
d. The student's behavior will be the basis for establishing the

goals of instruction,
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4. Characteristics of persons or things which can assume different
valueo 1'k; called

a, distributions.
b, observations.
c. data.
d. variables.

5. An operational definition of a variable is one expressed in terms of

a. mathematical symbols.
b. action - related postulates.
c. antecedent-consequent relationships.
d. observable events.

6. Which of the following represents the crudest level of measurement?

a. j-e c7n draw.
b. Joe can draw very well..
c. Joe can draw better than 13111, but not as well as Mary,
d. Joe can draw better than he can paint.

7. No matter how a research study is conducted, the data ultimately
consist of

statistical indicators.
b. rc liable measurements.
c, human observations.
d. unwarranted irterenc -s.

8. A product scale would be most appropriate to evaluate performance------- --
in

a, drawing.
b, arithmetic.
c. spelling.
d.

5, Research studies \vhicli attempt to determirn the relative inciders.-:e,
distribution, -11-id inter-relations among v,-,ious sociological :incl.
educational variables in populatioas by selecting and studying
samples are called.

a, surveys.
b. field experiments.
c. normative studies.
d. cross-sectional investigations.
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10. Observatioris planned in advance are preferable to ratings based
on past experiences with a person because planned observations
will

a. cover a wider range of types of behavior.
b. inch_de a longer tine period.
c. be more economical to obtain.
d. be more objective and closer to actual behavior.

11. One important virtue of direct observation is that the method

a. is economical and efficient.
b. digs into the inner motives of the individual.
c. can be applied in natural real-life situations.
d. yield:; a record of behavior that is directly meaningful.

12. Direct observation would be most useful as a research method if
one were trying to answer the question,

a. How are programs in art staffed in relatively more and less
afflue it schools ?

b. Is art stic ability related to creativity?
c. Can an intensive program in art help children to read ane

write better?
d. Are tl-ere any differences between lower- and middle-class

chil:!r LA1 in their use of artistic media?

13. Direct observation would be most likely to be used in a study of

a. attitudes of parents toward the school.
b. teachers' classroom behavior.
c. children's concepts of life and death.
d. learning and forgetting under varied conditions of practice.

14. With what sorts of individuals has the method of direct observation
proven particularly useful?

a. Those who are culturally disadvantaged.
b. Young children.
c. Ina ividtals from a different culture.
c. Sophist.cated adults.

15. Which of the following is most characteristic of skilled as opposes
to unskilled observers in research?

a. Making generalized descriptions or evaluations rather than
noting s3ecific incidents.
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b. Interpreting behavior on the basis of limited data rather
than waiting for confirrnatiDn by subsequent incidents.

c. Recording the child's behavior rather than the personal
reaction of the observer.

d. Recording primarily dramatic, unusual, or negative inci-
dents.

16. Sampling of behavior by observaLiona:. methods can be considered
as consisting of two aspects,

a. person sampling and event sampling.
b. person sampling and time sampling.
c. event sampling and time sampling.
d. criterion snipling and person sampling.

17. From the reliability coefficient of a t3st oile can judge

a. how consistently the pupil will maintain his position in the
group if an equivalent test is given.
how many points. the pupil is likely to change if an equival-
ent test is given.

c. whether the test is measuring what it is supposed to measure,
d. whether the test is related to Dther significant factors in the

individual.

18. "Halo" effect refers to the

a. influence of one rater upon another.
b. te.lclency to rate a person higher when you know him better,
c. spread of general impression of a person to the rating of

many special characteristics.
d. tendency to make ratings too high.

19. Generosity .,.or is illustrated by the fact that

few, people are ever rated below average,
higher ratings are given to close acquaintances.
a person who is rated high on ,Aie trait is usually iated high
on other traits also,

d, one leans over backward:-; not to be too hard in rating people
one doesn't like.

20. Annual achievement tests which are parts of the school testing pro-
gram, illness records, daily assignments and other routine char-
acteristics aLi activities of the school are considered to be

a. objective measures,
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b. ronreactive measures,
c. reliable measure.
d. standardized measures.

21. As part of a research study a group of 50 teachers were to be
rated on the clarity with which they presented concepts of their
pupils. Each teacher vas to be rated by an observer after a visit
of an Lour. To make the ratings more reliable, it would probably
be most important to

a. extend the visit to two hours.
b. make several different ratings.
c. visit each teacher several times.
d. increase the number of teacherE

22. When subjects perform well merely because they are being observed
(and not necessarily because of any effect of treatment), this is con-
sidered to be an example of the

a. Hawthorne effect.
b. novelty effect.
c. halo effect.
d. observer effect.

Z 3. In i research study an observer may select categories of events to
be observed on the basis of

a. theoretical grounds.
b. practical considetations.

empirical evidence.
d. All of the above.

24. For educational purposes, classification schemes are

a. of little use, because they allow for neither prediction nor
control of behavior.

b. of limited use, if they are arranged on a meaningful
hierarchical 'oasis,

c. potentially very useful, depending on the qu:ility and preci-
sion with which categories a re defined.

d. romely useful, given the in development of
educational measurement.

25. A questionnaire and an intervie'.v arc alike in that

a. the situation is standardized and uniform for eacn respon-
dent.
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b. the basic information is supplied by the subject in response
to questions.

c. the result is a score or scores arrived at in the same way
for each Ferson,

d. the two techniques yield objective information.

Z6. Separating a group of possible subjects into categories (e.g., males
and females) before selecting subjects (by use of a table of random
numbers) to receive a particular treatment is known as drawing a

a, stratified random population.
b, simple random sample.
c. unbiased random sample.
d. stratified random sample.

27. It is important to follow up those persons in a survey-sample who
have failed to return questionnaires mailed to them? (Assume that
the direct-mail method is appropriate.)

a. No, because a certain loss must be expected.
b, No, because svch delayed returns would be of doubtful value,
c, Yes, because the sample at hand may be biased.
d. Yes, because the size of sample should be as large as pos-

sible,

Z8. Which of the following is usually the most serious limitation in the
use of the mailed questionnaire in descriptive research?

a. Defining a population.
b. Selecting a sample.
c, Obtaining representative responses.
d. Analyzing the data.

Z9. As compared with laboratory experiments, studies in school set-
tings generally have

a. less control o,er relevant variaLles.
L, c.,tlt rol r 1-1.1.2V:-11t `r.i.t. 1,711)1C .

c, about t.(11,1d). control over relevant
d. it is ilri )ssiblc to CO11117;triti011 in this regard.

30. A procedure in which the researcher observes the child and re-
cords his responses is preferably to one in which the cttiid marks
an answer sheet in that it

a. is more objective and accurate.
b. is more -,,conomical of time and money.
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c, permits observation of the process of reaching the answer,
d. corresponds more closely to actual school conditions.

31, In the case of some traits Or achievements, we arc limited to
rather rough subjective evaluations. We should

a, avoid the evaluation of such traits, because our techniques
are subjective,

b, center our attention on the traits which we can measure
objectively.

c. be content with the subjective procedures, since they are
all we have.

d. use the subjective procedures with caution, while trying to
develop improved techniques.

32, One of the serious limitations of the information that is often
obtained from systematic behavior observations is that

a, it usually depends too much on interpretation of what the
person is doing.

b. the specific behaviors may be so isolated and external that
it is hard to know what they signify.

c, it is limited to unreal and artifi'7ial situations.
d. it is dependent upon the cooperation of the subjects.

33. 11 we are trying to use ratings to provide an evaluation of the effec-
tiveness of teachers, we may replace 3 or -1 broad trait names by a
list of 30 or 40 specific behaviors. This may have various results,
such as

I, greater lmiformity of meaning from one rater to an-
other.

11. less relationship of the ratings to actual observations
of the rateest behavior.

111. more difficulty in using the ratings to remedy indi-
vidual strengths and wealnesses.

Which of the above are likely to occur?

a. 1 only
b. 1 and 11 only
c. 1 and 111 only
d. 11 and 111 only
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34. Which of the following is equivalent to increasing the length of a
test?

a. increasing the number of pupils tested.
b, increasing the time allowed for giving the test.
c. increasing the number of raters rating pupils.
d. increasing the range of grades tested.

35. A pupil's interest in entering an experimental art program could
probably bc determined most adequately by a

a. self-report invento-y.
b, situational test,
c. projective method,
d, teacher's rating.

3(). Interviews and questionnaires as data collection methods

a, are more effective than observational techniques,
b, reveal only information the subject is willing to report,
c. cannot be considered to have validity.
(1. provide no information about past behavior,

37. A research program is being set up to develop tests to use in the
selection of students for a new art program. It is probable that
the greatest difficulty would arise in

a. selecting promising tests to try out.
b. getting the cooperation of a group of students.
c. working out statistical procedures for determining test

d, obtaining satisfactory measures of success in the p7-ograin,

38. When a researcher states that a resu.t is signilicant, lie means

a, the effect is a practically important one.
b. the scores are correlated,
c, the is tr..) 1)(2 a chance c,ccurrc.nce
(1, the values relit from

39. The statistical metrwds to bc used in a study should be considered

a. before the hypotheses have been formulated.
b. as the study is being designed.
c. after the data have been collected.
ci, after the data have been tabulated.
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40. When a researcher prepares a ,.iell-designed set of charts showing
the results of a study, the education?) significance of the results
should be

a. immediately apparent from the charts.
b. supplied in accompanying captions or text.
c. left to the reader to work out for himself.
d. a matter for each individual's own education philosophy.
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1970 I\IAEA

Preconference Educational Research Training Program
In Art Education

1.
2.

Key

21.
22, a

d
c

3. b 23. d
4. d 24. c
5, d 25, b
6. a 26, d
7, c 27. c
8, a 28,
9, a 29. a

1C d 30. c
11, c 31. d.

12, a 32, b
13, b 33,
14, b 34.
15. c 35. a
16. c 36. b
17. a 37. d
18. c 38.
19. a 39. b
20, b 40 b
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APPENDIX E

PARTICIPANTS EVALUATION FORM

1970 NAEA

Preconference Educational Research Training Program
In Art Education

Please complete this form and return it to the Evaluator, William
Rabinowitz, at the end of the program.

1. How would you evaluate the organization of the program?

Excellent organization in clear and meaningful sequence

Generally well-organized

Adequately, organized, but could have been better

Inadequately organized, too mu,:h contusion

Very disorganized, no apparent structure

Comments:

2. How realistic and attainable, wern the objccties of the prog,:ain?

Very realistic and easily attainable

Most of the objectives were clearly attainably

Many of the objectives were attainable, but some were nut

Most of the objectives were not attainable

The objectives of the program were clearly unrealis'ic
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Comments:

3. To what extent did the program meet your prior expectations?

The program exceeded my expectations

My expectations were generally well-met

Comments:

The program was 0. K. , but not all my expectations were
met

I expected more from the program than I obtained

The program completely failed to meet my expectations

4. To what e. t did the program deal with questions and problems
that r. pplicable to your needs?

Comment

The program was exceptionally well-related to my need:,

"l:lo program was generally well-related to my needs

The pro ;ram was adequate in terms of my needs

ne program was only slightly- related to my needs

program was completely unrelated to ow needs
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5. Was the length of the program appropriate?

Comments:

Considering what was covered, the program was too long

The length of the program was just right

Considering what was covered, the program was too short

6. Was the difficulty level of the program appropriate?

Considering my background, the program was too difficult

The difficulty level of the. program was just right

Considering my background, the program was too easy

Comments:

7. In general, how would you evaluate the quality of the instruction?

Outstanding

Good

Satisfactory

Inadequate

Poor

Comments:

?p8
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8. Please indicate in the space below one or two ways in which you
plan to use ideas or skills acquired during the program.

9. Would you recommend that the NAEA continue to s1onsor researcF.
programs in the future?

Yes No

10. Please indicate in the space below your suggestions for topics or
problem areas for future programs. You may also indicate any
other general suggestions for conducting future prof rams.

Signature: (Note: This :s optional.)

n ou
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